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ABSTRACT
USING SPEECH RECOGNITION SOFTWARE TO INCREASE WRITING FLUENCY
FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
by
Jennifer Tumlin Garrett
Writing is an important skill that is necessary throughout school and life. Many
students with physical disabilities, however, have difficulty with writing skills due to
disability-specific factors, such as motor coordination problems. Due to the difficulties
these individuals have with writing, assistive technology is often utilized. One piece of
assistive technology, speech recognition software, may help remove the motor demand of
writing and help students become more fluent writers. Past research on the use of speech
recognition software, however, reveals little information regarding its impact on
individuals with physical disabilities. Therefore, this study involved students of high
school age with physical disabilities that affected hand use. Using an alternating
treatments design to compare the use of word processing with the use of speech
recognition software, this study analyzed first-draft writing samples in the areas of
fluency, accuracy, type of word errors, recall of intended meaning, and length. Data on
fluency, calculated in words correct per minute (wcpm) indicated that all participants
wrote much faster with speech recognition compared to word processing. However,
accuracy, calculated as percent correct, was much lower when participants used speech
recognition compared to word processing. Word errors and recall of intended meaning
were coded based on type and varied across participants. In terms of length, all

participants wrote longer drafts when using speech recognition software, primarily
because their fluency was higher, and they were able, therefore, to write more words.
Although the results of this study indicated that participants wrote more fluently
with speech recognition, because their accuracy was low, it is difficult to determine
whether or not speech recognition is a viable solution for all individuals with physical
disabilities. Therefore, additional research is needed that takes into consideration the
editing and error correction time when using speech recognition software.
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CHAPTER 1
WRITING FLUENCY FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES: A
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction and Purpose
Writing is an important skill to acquire not only in school but also in life. It
allows individuals to communicate their thoughts in a nonvocal format. For individuals
who are nonverbal, it allows them to demonstrate understanding and intelligence. Writing
is also an important skill in the school environment, in the community, and in the
workplace. However, individuals with physical disabilities often have problems in
academic areas, such as writing, due to a number of interactional factors.
Students with physical disabilities have difficulties writing efficiently due to
decreased motor control in their hands. Handwriting is often not an option, and typing
rate can be extremely slow. Writing accuracy also can be affected due to poor spelling
performance (Sandberg, 2001) and extraneous motor movements, which can cause
unintended keystrokes (Best, Heller, & Bigge, 2005). Because individuals with physical
disabilities often are unable to write by hand, their only option for written output may be
using a word processor. There are many ways that word processors can provide better
access for individuals with physical disabilities. However, despite having the word
processor set up for modified access, motor problems that affect the typing speed of
individuals with physical disabilities may make word processing an inefficient option for
producing written output. The use of different types of assistive technology, such as
1
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speech recognition software, may increase speed because it is activated by voice and is
therefore hands-free. Because users do not have to concern themselves with spelling
using speech recognition, accuracy also may improve. However, due to the high level of
recognition accuracy needed to effectively use speech recognition, more errors may be
produced.
The purpose of the review of the literature, therefore, is to examine the impact of
physical disabilities on writing and the applicability of using speech recognition software
as a possible intervention and strategy to improve writing output for this population.
Issues of speed of entry, accuracy rates, and production of errors will be discussed.
Because the research base that includes individuals with physical disabilities is limited,
research from the learning disabilities field will be discussed due to the fact that
individuals with physical disabilities and learning disabilities can experience similar
barriers to writing.
Review of the Literature
Types of Physical Disabilities that Affect Writing
Several types of physical disabilities exist that may have a negative impact on
writing. Therefore, this paper will refer to any orthopedic impairment, as defined below,
as a physical disability or physical impairment. In Georgia, the term orthopedic
impairment:
Refers to students whose severe orthopedic impairments affect their
educational performance to the degree that the student requires special
education. This term may include:
(1) Impairment caused by congenital anomalies, e.g., deformity or absence
of some member.
(2) Impairment caused by disease, e.g., poliomyelitis or bone tuberculosis.
(3) Impairment from other causes, e.g., cerebral palsy, amputations, and
fractures or burns that cause contractures. [refer to 34 CFR 300.7 (8)]
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Secondary disabilities may be present, including, but not limited to, visual
impairment, hearing impairment, communication impairment and/or
intellectual
disability.(http://public.doe.k12.ga.us/DMGetDocument.aspx/exceptional_
eligibility_oi.pdf?p=4BE1EECF99CD364EA5554055463F1FBBF5D074
D5FB1F2CAEB3B63B3ECB220CDD26C2114F3C57D8D25C69F04B76
A08C8D&Type=D)
This term includes such common conditions as cerebral palsy, spina bifida, muscular
dystrophy, and spinal muscular atrophy.
One of the most common physical disabilities is cerebral palsy. Cerebral palsy
refers to “a nonprogressive disorder of voluntary movement caused by damage to the
motor centers of the brain before or during birth or within the first few years of life”
(Heller, Alberto, Forney, & Schwartzman, 1996, p. 390). Specific motor issues such as
movement patterns, tone, and muscle control are commonly abnormal. In addition to the
motor problems that cerebral palsy can cause, there are often associated conditions, such
as difficulties in the area of cognition and learning, speech and communication, and
vision. All of these factors can have a tremendous impact on the functioning of the
individual and must be considered when assessing and providing writing activities for
individuals with cerebral palsy.
Problems with fine motor coordination are common with cerebral palsy. Often,
these motor patterns can lead to contractures, or shortening of the muscles (ligaments)
(Best et al., 2005). Spastic cerebral palsy often results in fingers, wrists, and elbows being
in flexion (Heller et al., 1996) and abnormal muscle tightness in the arms, hands, and
fingers (Best et al.). This can adversely affect fine motor coordination. Handwriting and
keyboarding can be difficult for individuals whose fine motor control is affected due to
the inability to control fine motor movements.
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Lack of coordination and range of motion may cause an individual with athetoid
cerebral palsy to have difficulty writing due to uncontrolled, nonpurposeful movements
with variable tone (Best et al., 2005). Also, these individuals often have a limited range
of motion and cannot access the same range of their environment as those with typical
motor patterns (Best et al.). Posture is often affected, so proper positioning of materials
can be important. Due to these abnormal motor patterns, fine motor work can be more
difficult. Reaching the desired target, whether it is for handwriting or keyboarding, can be
a challenging and inefficient task for individuals with cerebral palsy and can negatively
affect writing.
Cognitive and learning issues also can affect individuals with cerebral palsy (Best
et al., 2005; Heller et al., 1996). Individuals with cerebral palsy can have a range of
cognitive levels, from gifted to severe or profound mental retardation. However, there is a
higher incidence of mental retardation with more severe forms of cerebral palsy.
Learning also can be affected, and individuals with cerebral palsy often can have visual
or auditory processing difficulties. Cognitive and learning issues related to cerebral palsy
can affect an individual’s writing. Whether it is collecting and organizing thoughts or the
processing time it takes, or just getting words down on paper or on the computer screen,
individuals with cognitive or leaning problems in addition to cerebral palsy can
experience difficulty writing.
Speech impairments also are common with all types of cerebral palsy (Kotler &
Thomas-Stonell, 1997) and can impact writing. Speech is often affected due to motor
coordination issues. If the individual cannot physically write due to cerebral palsy, then
dictating and describing what he wants to say is often an accommodation. However, often
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speech and communication issues can get in the way of the individual expressing what he
wants to say, thus affecting the individual’s ability to produce written work.
There are also a number of additional impairments that must be considered when
working with individuals with cerebral palsy. For example, the impact of having visual
impairments in addition to cerebral palsy can have an impact on the individual’s
functioning in his environment. Vision issues secondary to cerebral palsy may affect an
individual’s ability to write. If the individual has difficulty seeing the output, he might
need writing accommodations.
Another common physical disability is spina bifida. Spina bifida is characterized
by an outpouching of the spine and subsequent lack of normal nerve functioning, which
affects muscles, skin sensation, and body systems, including hand functioning (Shaer,
1997). Learning problems often accompany spina bifida and can include problems in the
areas of visual-perceptual skills, organization, attention, and memory (Shaer). Often,
language also is impaired and is characterized by cocktail speech, excessive speech, and
use of jargon clichés (Heller et al., 1996). Despite the complications from spina bifida,
two-thirds of individuals with spina bifida have normal intelligence. The other portion of
the population often has varying levels of cognitive ability, often falling in the range of
mild mental retardation (Heller et al.). Consequently, unrealistic demands are placed on
the individual because of apparent normal language abilities (Heller et al.).
Due to paralysis and decreased hand functioning, adaptations for writing are often
necessary. These can include reducing the length of the assignment, choosing alternative
assignments, and choosing a different mode of output of the assignment, such as
producing work on the computer. Still, due to hand functioning issues, individuals with
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spina bifida may complete work more slowly despite accommodations. Barnes, Dennis,
and Hetherington (2004) noted that “even [individuals with spina bifida] with average
intellectual skills, are slow writers” and that “the brain anomalies associated with [spina
bifida] affect finger function as well as motor planning…, and persistent deficits in these
domains could disrupt writing skills in both childhood and adulthood” (p. 656).
Additional writing adaptations may be needed when perceptual issues accompany spina
bifida.
Another type of physical disability that may impact writing is degenerative
diseases. Diseases such as muscular dystrophy (MD) and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA)
gradually get worse over time and can result in more complex physical needs in the
educational environment as time progresses. Due to limitations in muscle functioning
caused by MD, contractures occur, limiting motor movement and range of motion. Along
with the weakness in muscles comes issues of coordination as well. As the disease
progresses, motor functions such as writing, positioning, and fine motor movement often
become difficult. In addition to the motor issues, individuals with muscular dystrophy
frequently deal with fatigue. Medical issues also can limit an individual’s participation in
academic activities. However cognition is not affected (Heller et al., 1996).
Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is another degenerative disease that, like
muscular dystrophy, is characterized by progressive weakness. However the root of SMA
begins in the nerves (anterior horn cells in the spinal cord) and ends up affecting muscle
strength (Heller et al., 1996). The muscles deteriorate because they are not being used.
When the nerves are not transmitting messages to the muscles, they atrophy because they
never receive the signal to be used. Therefore, muscles atrophy and individuals with
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SMA have decreased muscle tone (Heller et al.). As with MD, as the disability
progresses, so does the loss of muscular function. Again, communication and cognition
are not affected, but often individuals have trouble physically accessing the environment.
Because of loss of muscular functioning, writing can be difficult and often, assistive
technology is necessary.
Specific Characteristics Affecting Writing Process
Despite the differences of these various physical disabilities, most individuals
with physical disabilities share several common characteristics that can impact writing.
According to Heller and Swinehart-Jones (2003), if a student has an orthopedic
impairment, he may have difficulty with physical access. However, if the disability is
health-related, problems related to fatigue and endurance may be present. Individuals
with more severe degrees of disability typically will have more complex issues than those
with less severe forms of the same disability. Common functional limitations associated
with physical disabilities that affect academic performance and writing can include motor
limitations, restricted communication, fatigue and endurance limitations, health factors,
experiential and conceptual development deficits, neurocognitive impairments, and
interactional effects of additional disabilities (Heller & Swinehart-Jones).
Individuals with physical disabilities obviously have difficulty with movement,
which can impact their ability to interact with and manipulate school materials. Motor
issues may affect the writing of individuals by decreasing speed due to decreased or
uncontrolled movements. Motor movements also can affect accuracy of handwriting or
typing. An individual with cerebral palsy, for example, may try to type a desired key and
hit another key by mistake. Due to the decreased motor control, it may be difficult for
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individuals with physical disabilities to use standard classroom equipment (Heller &
Swinehart-Jones, 2003), and assistive devices are necessary. Because of these motor
limitations, individuals with physical disabilities often need modifications to their
materials and school environment in order to ensure their participation in school and their
environment. Without modifications, students can become passive or non-participants in
their environment and can be deprived of important learning activities and opportunities
(Heller, 2003).
Restricted communication can be a negative factor when writing. Dysarthria is
common with individuals with cerebral palsy and can create issues with writing. Many
individuals with dysarthria have restricted vocabulary due to inability to interact in
conversations effectively (Heller & Swinehart-Jones, 2003). Individuals with spina bifida
often have cocktail speech, where they repeat commonly used phrases that do not always
fit the context of the conversation. They may therefore lack the ability to write on an
expanded topic. Individuals with MD may experience decreased muscle control in the
mouth as well as enlarging of the tongue, which can impact speaking.
Other functional effects that a physical disability may have on an individual that
impact writing include fatigue, endurance, and pain (Heller, 2003). Because it takes some
individuals extra effort to move and plan movements, they often fatigue or tire easily or
quickly. They may not be able to sustain long periods of activity without a break and
therefore may not be able to produce large quantities of writing due to the amount of
effort it takes. Because they often focus so much on the physical act, concentrating on
what they are writing can be affected. Also, because they often use alternative ways of
typing, such as typing with one hand or using a mouth stick, fatigue must be monitored.
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Individuals with physical disabilities also can experience visual fatigue. Many times,
individuals with physical disabilities are not touch typists and must oscillate from looking
at the keyboard to looking at the screen. Having to visually track what they are writing
can cause visual and physical fatigue. The size of the font for the output must be
considered to reduce visual fatigue as much as possible (Heller & Swinehart-Jones,
2003).
Pain often accompanies physical disabilities, which again, can impact
concentration and interaction in the environment. Because of the physical impact of
physical disabilities, students may miss portions of classes or the school day or multiple
school days due to their disabilities. Absenteeism can be due to many factors, including
seizures, fatigue, pain, illness, or having to perform physical procedures. Missing class or
portions of a lesson can have a negative impact, and students fall farther behind. It is
difficult to catch up because these individuals frequently need extended time to complete
the same task as their non-disabled classmates, and this includes make-up work as well
(Heller, 2003).
Another factor in academic performance is that of experience. Experience can
affect the writing of individuals with physical disabilities in two ways. First, lack of
conceptual experiences due to limited motor responses and limited ability to explore the
environment can limit one’s understanding and conceptualization of the surrounding
world. Because in many cases the individuals have not been able to interact with their
environment physically, they often lack experiences or concepts that are introduced in
school. This can result in misconceptions and misinterpretations and can have an effect
on the ideas from which they base their writing. The second way that experience can
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negatively affect individuals with physical disabilities can be in their school experience.
Often, students with physical disabilities are not educated in the same way as their nondisabled peers. This can be due to a number of factors, including teacher training,
reduced expectations, fatigue, absenteeism, medical factors, lack of creativity and
ingenuity of educators, motivation, and behavior. These students may not have had
sufficient writing instruction and therefore may struggle when attempting writing
assignments. The environment in which the student is educated is therefore important,
and effective modifications should be made (Heller, 2003). All of these factors can lead
to an ineffective educational experience for individuals with physical disabilities (Heller).
Cognitive demands of writing can also impact individuals with physical
disabilities. With individuals with physical disabilities, just the physical planning of
writing or typing (motor planning) can cause an unbalanced cognitive load. Transcribing
each letter into a physical format can be cognitively taxing. Having to think about
spelling, mechanics, and syntax also can be a barrier (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987;
MacArthur, 1999a; Sandberg, 2001). The amount of attention and concentration it takes
to find or type a key may interfere with the rehearsal needed to keep the content in
working memory (Baddeley & Wilson, 1985). Due to working memory issues, thoughts
can be easily lost, and the individual can have difficulty remembering sentences, words,
phrases, and spelling of what he wants to write. All of these cognitive factors can have a
negative impact on the writing of individuals with physical disabilities (Bereiter &
Scardamalia; Heller & Swinehart-Jones, 2003; Sandberg).
Individuals with physical disabilities often have additional impairments. In terms
of learning issues, often there are other associated learning difficulties with individuals
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with physical disabilities. Mental retardation, developmental delays, and learning
disabilities can accompany various physical disabilities. These learning issues obviously
affect students’ participation and success in school. Because of these learning issues,
specialized instructional strategies as well as an adapted or enhanced curriculum are
sometimes necessary to effectively teach individuals with physical disabilities. Vision
impairments as a secondary impairment also can have a tremendous impact on
individuals’ writing and participation in academic activities. For example, an individual
with physical disabilities and vision loss might not be able to read a standard textbook or
be able to see what the teacher is writing on the board. This can have a negative impact
on not only how the individual learns but also what the individual learns.
Psychosocial and environmental factors, such as motivation, self-concept and
self-esteem, and behavioral and emotional functioning also must be considered. Some
individuals may have limited social interaction or distorted social interaction. How a
student feels about himself also can impact his education. Low self-esteem can be
common. For example, an individual with muscular dystrophy or spinal muscular atrophy
may feel depressed about the loss of physical function. This depression may affect
motivation to engage in academic activities such as writing.
All of these functional, psychosocial, and environmental factors can have a
tremendous impact on the education of individuals with physical disabilities. Depending
on the type and the extent of the physical disability, writing ability may be affected.
Writing
Writing processes. Flower and Hayes (1981) formulated the cognitive processes
of writing and characterized writing as thinking processes in which writers organize their
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thoughts as they construct their composition. They suggested that writers utilize the
following processes when writing: planning, sentence generation, and revision. They
noted that during the revising process, planning and generation also occur (Flower &
Hayes; Hayes & Flower, 1987). Flower and Hayes described prewriting as the time the
writer spends before putting words on paper. Writing includes producing a product, and
rewriting is rewording the composition. They stated that writers pan and revise constantly
as they write and that the stages of writing overlap (Flower & Hayes). Male (2003)
described the process approach to writing in a similar manner, adding a
sharing/publication stage. In alignment with Flower and Hayes, Male (2003) agreed that
these processes are not linear; rather they are cyclical and interactive.
Planning involves idea generation and organization (Hayes & Flower, 1987) and
is viewed as the most important process of writing (Reece & Cumming, 1996). Planning
involves retrieval and shaping of knowledge (Hayes & Flower). Pre-writing, which
includes brainstorming and planning, is a time in which the student may generate ideas
about which to write. In this stage, the student may think of ideas, discuss ideas with a
teacher or peer, write down thoughts, utilize a graphic organizer, or create an outline. For
individuals with physical disabilities, motoric difficulties can be seen in the pre-writing
process. Therefore it is important that they have an effective means of physically
organizing information, such as writing notes, creating outlines, or rehearsing what they
plan to compose. Otherwise, thoughts and ideas can be lost in the planning stage.
In the next stage, the student writes a first draft. During the writing stage, not only
do individuals have to determine how the text should be organized and structured, they
also have to choose the words and phrases to generate sentences that clearly and
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accurately communicate what they are trying to convey (Dale, 1999). During draft
writing, sentence generation occurs, and the writer forms the plans into formal sentences.
As multiple sentences are generated, the writer is producing a draft (Hayes & Flower,
1987). Even when writing a first draft, the writer is always evaluating while generating
based on his goal for writing and may revise his plan, affecting word choice, sentence
order, or many other aspects of the composition. Strum and Koppenhaver (2000)
discussed that because of the cognitive demands on writing, it is important for writers to
compose multiple drafts.
Finally, the process of reviewing involves evaluating and revising what has been
written. In this stage, the student usually expands upon the draft, corrects errors,
reorganizes thoughts, and adds or removes segments of what was written in the draft.
Writing strategies. One of the strategies to promote composition of a written
product is to concentrate first on getting the desired content on paper in a draft format and
then on revising the draft, making necessary corrections. For example, Kellogg (1996)
described a writing strategy in which the writer would plan and generate text without
monitoring it for errors or reformatting. After the initial draft was completed, the writer
would read the draft and begin the editing process. However, other writing strategies
exist in which writers devote much attention to editing as they write their draft and
therefore produce a polished and complete document (Kellogg). Rhodes, DudleyMarling, and Mowder (1986) described a strategy for increasing writing fluency using a
draft format that they called free writing. In free writing, which also can be combined
with journal writing, writers were timed, typically for five to ten minutes. The writers
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simply wrote about anything that occurred to them and did not stop to edit or make any
corrections.
Effects of working memory. Due to the complexity of writing, working memory is
involved heavily in all stages of writing. In order to understand better the impact that
memory processes have on writing, a review of the Information Processing Theory
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968) is necessary. In Atkinson and Shiffrin’s dual store model of
memory, the central executive system regulates the flow of information through different
phases of information processing. Information is sent first to the sensory register, where it
spends only a few seconds. The information in the sensory register is either lost or is
transferred to short-term memory, otherwise known as working memory. In working
memory, information is held for under one minute and either needs to be used or moved
to long-term memory. Information that does not transfer from working memory to longterm memory is forgotten. In order to move information from working memory to longterm memory, the individual must attend to the information in order to sufficiently
process it.
Working memory can hold five to nine units of information at one time, although
the amount of information in each unit can vary and affects the storage capacity.
Consequently, some of the capacity of working memory may be devoted to cognitive
processing, therefore leaving less room for information storage. Working memory
consists of a visuospatial sketchpad, which is for retention of visual material. Working
memory also consists of the phonological loop where auditory information is stored
through constant repetition (Baddeley & Wilson, 1985). Repeating information, known as
maintenance rehearsal, keeps information in working memory and is often accomplished
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through subvocal rehearsal. Information disappears once the rehearsal stops. Decay and
interference also can cause information in working memory to disappear or to be replaced
by other information. Organizational processes that can help working memory include
chunking, or placing like information together (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). Planning
prior to writing may help individuals chunk and organize their information better
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Honeycutt, 2003; Reece & Cumming, 1996).
Working memory has implications in the transcription process, the act of
generating text (Barnes et al., 2004; Berninger, 1999), and editing (Kellogg, 1996). The
concept of cognitive load on working memory is related to activity interference, with
low-level activities interfering with higher-level activities (Bourdin & Fayol, 2000). For
example, if handwriting and spelling, which should be low-level activities, interfere with
the production of cohesive text, which is a higher-level activity, interference is occurring
in working memory, causing additional strain to the central executive system. As Bourdin
and Fayol stated, “the graphomotor component interferes with textual production” (p.
185). Writing utilizes resources and therefore increases the load on working memory.
Therefore, individuals do not have as many working memory resources for planning and
writing (Bourdin & Fayol).
Kellogg (1996) suggested that typing and handwriting are not as taxing on the
central executive system when the skills are well-practiced. In their experiment, Bourdin
and Fayol (2000) tested the hypothesis that working memory load is increased when
primary tasks, such as recall, are paired with secondary tasks, such as drawing, tapping,
or sorting. They found this to be true for younger children as opposed to older children
because older children had “at least partially automated graphic transcription” (Bourdin
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& Fayol, p. 192). Graham and Harris (2000) indicated that if writers are not fluent or
efficient with transcription, it can be taxing on attention. Additionally, having to attend to
transcription, considered a lower level of skill, can interfere with content generation
(Graham, 1990). Moreover, Flower and Hayes (1981) indicated that the process of
translating or transcribing ideas into written words can be a burden that may overwhelm
working memory. They stated, “if the writer must devote conscious attention to demands
such as spelling and grammar, the task of translating can interfere with the more global
processes of planning what one wants to say” (Flower & Hayes, p. 373).
The implications of working memory concerns for individuals with physical
disabilities are that they often do not have automated graphic transcription (Bourdin &
Fayol, 2000) due to their motor limitations, and because of this, there may be additional
strain on working memory. Handwriting, typing, or spelling is not necessarily a low-level
task due to the motor and learning issues that these individuals often experience.
Therefore, the physical act of transcribing their thoughts could have a tremendous impact
on the working memory load. Because individuals with physical disabilities have to
devote so much physical energy and attention to the motor act of typing or handwriting,
the central executive system is highly taxed.
Finally, the most significant demand on working memory, Kellogg (1996)
described, is when editing, not when reading the writing. Therefore, it is more taxing on
working memory for writers to edit as they compose as opposed to editing and then
revising later. Editing while composing adds just one more layer to burdens on working
memory (Kellogg).
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Bourdin and Fayol (2000) discussed that children from ages six to nine produced
more coherent and elaborate texts orally as opposed to in written format. However, they
reported that once individuals reached the age of 9 or 10, the opposite was true, with
written texts becoming more coherent and elaborate than oral ones. Often, younger
children’s texts are choppier because they go from idea to idea and compose without
planning the entire text. Bourdin and Fayol hypothesized:
that the greater or lesser degree of efficiency of certain low-level
operations (orthography, graphic activity, etc.) modulates the quantity of
resources available and thus has an indirect impact on the quantity and
quality of the written compositions. We postulate that the children allocate
less attention to conceptual planning because they have to devote
attentional resources to the management of certain low-level activities
specific to writing (e.g., spelling, handwriting). This conception is
consistent with a capacity theory of writing. (p. 184)
Reece and Cumming (1996) found that higher quality work was produced when the
writers planned prior to writing. Because writers did not have to pay attention to spelling,
punctuation, handwriting, and other distracters when dictating, there were more cognitive
resources that they could allocate to the other processes of writing, such as planning,
composing, and revising. Reece and Cumming also found quality increased when
planning involved using an outline prior to composing. Finally, Graham and Harris
(2000) stated that when writers dictated their work, they did not have to deal with the
transcription process, which removed the mechanical demands of writing. Consequently,
their quantity, in terms of length, and quality improved.
Speed and accuracy issues. Due to interference of motor planning issues with
working memory and the writing process, it is important that students with physical
disabilities use the most efficient method for text input. Efficiency can be measured by
speed and accuracy. One way to examine speed and accuracy is to target the draft phase
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of writing. Lewis, Graves, Ashton, and Kieley (1998) analyzed three minute writing
samples for speed and accuracy for students without disabilities and students with
learning disabilities. The researchers analyzed first drafts of writing samples for writing
speed and accuracy. First drafts were selected for analysis because the focus of the study
was text input, not the revising and editing stages of writing. Students were given a
prompt based on the classroom writing program. Speed was reported in number of
characters per minute. Errors were analyzed in terms of mechanics, spelling, and syntax.
The number of errors per 100 words was reported. The pre-test consisted of both groups
using handwriting only. The post-test consisted of five out of the six groups using
different treatments on the computer (e.g., systematic keyboarding instruction, alternative
keyboard, word processing alone, word prediction, and word prediction with speech).
The results indicated that speed was faster during the pre-test for students with learning
disabilities, with all students using handwriting. The word prediction with speech group
had the largest decrease in speed between pre-test and post-test, and the word prediction
alone group had the least amount of decrease in speed compared to handwriting. The
traditional handwriting group’s speed was virtually unchanged from pre-test to post-test.
When compared to students without disabilities, students with learning disabilities had a
slower speed at both pre-test and post-test. The writing accuracy of the students with
learning disabilities, however, improved from pre-test to post-test. The authors speculated
that the students with learning disabilities were able to identify their errors better on the
computer screen as opposed to their handwriting. Other authors have noted that the neat
copy that the computer produces can be advantageous for individuals with learning
disabilities (MacArthur & Shneiderman, 1986).
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The standard writing process may be difficult for students with physical
disabilities when there are speed and access issues. A slower speed may result in less
written material and less revising that is needed. DuBois, Klemm, Murchland, and Ozols
(2004) utilized parent and teacher surveys to discuss and analyze the handwriting of
students with hemiplegia cerebral palsy. They noted that students with physical
disabilities are typically expected to keep up with the general curriculum and with their
peers; however, their handwriting speed often holds them back and causes them to fall
behind when completing written activities. The motor dysfunction typical for individuals
with hemiplegia often causes abnormal muscle tone, spasticity, an increase in fatigue, and
slower movement, thus making handwriting difficult. Based on 72 questionnaires from
parents and teachers about the handwriting of children with hemiplegia cerebral palsy
ages 8 – 13, DuBois et al. found that 75% of the parents indicated handwriting problems
in their children and 69% of the teachers indicated handwriting difficulties. The surveys
assessed areas of functional writing, organization of writing, speed, and neatness. In the
area of speed, parents indicated that 52% of their children had difficulties with speed;
teachers indicated 42%. It was noted that some students experienced frustration due to
the time it took them to write and because they fatigued while handwriting. Other
findings of interest indicated that one-third of the students experienced pain when
writing, posture was an issue during the handwriting task, children often engaged in
atypical pencil grasps, and fatigue and tiring occurred frequently during longer writing
sessions. Almost two-thirds of the children were said to have difficulties with neatness.
Because of difficulty with handwriting for students with physical disabilities and
its impact on speed and accuracy, it has been suggested students type their assignments.
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Other modifications may include giving extended time to complete assignments and
reducing the length of the assignment (Heller, 2003). This could lead to students
completing tests or assignments over two days, writing fewer or shorter assignments, or
using a laptop computer or assistive technology in class (Heller). Additional types of
modifications and assistive technology are available.
Modifications and Assistive Technology
Fortunately, many assistive technology adaptations exist that can assist in
circumventing writing problems (Bruce, Edmundson, & Coleman, 2003). Making
accommodations for writing is important, because long papers are difficult to produce.
These assistive technology solutions range from no-tech to high-tech. Low-tech
adaptations are often necessary to help the individual compensate for the physical
disability in the educational environment. Some adaptations can be as simple as
modifying writing or simply changing how individuals hold their pencils. Different types
of writing instruments, such as markers or felt-tipped pens can be used in order to change
the amount of resistance the writer experiences on the paper. For others, building up
writing instruments to provide a better grasp can help. Sometimes, it is necessary to use a
different body part, such as toes, to hold writing instruments and to write.
Modifications to paper also can be made. Paper guides, such as typoscopes also
can be used to define writing boundaries. Dark or raised lines on the paper can provide
the writer with clearly defined boundaries. Positioning of the paper is also important.
Sometimes, simply altering the angle or placement of the paper can help, and slant boards
are often used. Stabilization of the paper is sometimes necessary and can be
accomplished by using tape or placing the paper on a non-slip surface, such as Dycem.
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Finally, the size of the paper is important and should be within the writer’s range of
motion.
Some writers may need to use the computer due to illegible handwriting or lack of
ability to write. Most individuals without disabilities utilize the direct select method of
keyboarding (i.e., they make contact with the keys on the keyboard, typically using all ten
fingers). However, individuals with physical disabilities may need modifications for
direct select, such as using a mouth stick on a standard keyboard. If direct select is not
possible, alternate methods of selection, such as scanning, are available. For students with
motor problems who cannot use the standard keyboard, adapted computer keyboards can
be used. Alternate keyboards are available, such as IntelliKeys, mini keyboards, and onscreen keyboards. Other adaptations may be necessary such as enlarging keyboard letters,
using keyguards, using a TouchWindow, and using specialized software to enhance rate,
such as word or letter prediction. Accessibility options also can be changed easily,
making changes to the repeat rate or using sticky keys for users who cannot use two
hands simultaneously. Solutions as simple as changing keyboard layout (such as
DVORAK), using one-handed keyboards, using switches, or using different pointer
devices (such as a mouth stick) are available. Audio taping responses instead of inputting
directly (Best et al., 2005) or utilizing spell check and grammar check for editing may be
helpful. Finally, word processing, word prediction, dictation, and speech recognition may
provide better writing access for some individuals with physical disabilities.
Word processing. Word processing is of little value without specific instruction
(MacArthur, Schwartz, & Graham, 1991). Male (2003) suggested the following writing
instructional strategies for using word processing: provide sufficient time; use a variety of
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writing tasks (e.g., narratives, journaling, problem solving, compare/contrast); create an
environment of writing; integrate writing activities across all academic subjects; provide
opportunities to practice keyboarding and basic writing tasks (e.g., paragraph
construction); and do not over-emphasize errors. Instead, offer suggestions for
improvements in just a few areas.
When trying to determine useful features of word processing, it is necessary to
determine the size of the print and whether or not certain features will be enabled or
disabled (e.g., speech synthesis, grammar check, spell check). Teacher prompts are
important because they initiate the process of writing. How the student will access the
computer is also important. Will he or she utilize the standard keyboard or need an
adapted keyboard? Can the individual utilize the standard mouse or will he or she need to
utilize switches or a touch screen? Male (1997) reported that at times, it is useful to have
the teacher type for a student when the student is
unable to type fast enough to get his or her ideas down or when the student
is stuck. Teachers can type short phrases on the computer, based on what
the child says aloud, which the student can then expand into complete
sentences. (p. 94)
A review of the research on word processing yielded mixed results (BangertDrowns, 1993; Male, 1997). MacArthur and Shneiderman (1986) indicated that word
processing has three benefits that can potentially affect the way individuals write. The
benefits include the ability to produce a neat copy of their work, which in turn, elicits
perceptions of quality. They stated that the neat output can increase motivation. Second,
word processing allows for easy editing and revision. Finally, it takes away the physical
aspect of handwriting, which can reduce the physical demand and aid in the transcription
process, circumventing the mechanical aspects of writing (Graham, 1990; MacArthur &
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Graham, 1987). However, MacArthur and Shneiderman cautioned that students must
have some keyboarding skills and knowledge of basic functions, such as editing and
commands, of the word processor in order to utilize it successfully.
MacArthur, Schwartz, and Graham (1991) discussed advantages to typing, in that
it is easier and neater than handwriting for students with fine motor problems. They
recommend that students should be able use correct fingering while looking at the
keyboard (MacArthur et al.). Students should also be able to type as fast or faster as they
write by hand (Best et al., 2005; MacArthur et al.). After one school year of participating
in the Computers and Writing Instructive Project (CWIP), which consisted of a process
approach to writing, word processing instruction, and strategy instruction, 180 students
with learning disabilities, in comparison to the control group, improved on quality of
narrative and informative writing, increased the number of words, and decreased the
percentage of spelling errors (MacArthur et al.).
Lifshitz (1999) taught 25 individuals with mild mental retardation word
processing skills using two different instructional techniques: task analysis and cognitive
processes. Word processing skills taught included basic functions, including letter and
punctuation keys, use of action keys, including spacebar, enter, delete, backspace and
error keys, and use of commands, such as moving and copying text and saving and
printing. Participants were taught the letter keys by copying familiar texts. They began
typing only two-letter words and slowly increased word length, then moved to typing
sentences, and finally, moved to typing paragraphs. While typing the texts, the
participants were taught to use the spacebar accurately. The commands of moving text
were then taught. The results showed that regardless of whether the participants were
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taught through task analysis or cognitive processes, they were able to type simple text.
However, when learning to use the enter and spacebar keys, the use of cognitive
processes to teach the skills was more effective. Only a few participants were able to
successfully use the move commands. This study demonstrated that individuals with
mental retardation can learn basic word processing skills effectively but may be limited
in their understanding of higher-level functions and commands (Lifshitz).
Langone and Willis (1994-1995) found that when comparing word processing
with paper and pencil for teaching writing skills to children with learning disabilities in
elementary school, individual differences accounted for the effectiveness of both
strategies. As cited in Hetzroni and Shrieber, (2004) Margalit and Roth (1989) found that
word processing could help improve the writing of children with learning disabilities and
mild intellectual disabilities in elementary school once they learned keyboarding skills.
MacArthur and Graham (1987) and MacArthur and Shneiderman (1986) indicated
that through the use of word processing, problems associated with handwriting and
spelling were no longer present, and this, in turn, could lead to motivation for writing.
The word processor allowed students to edit and spell-check the product and to present a
legible document.
Hetzroni and Shrieber (2004) investigated the effects of word processing on the
writing of students with writing difficulties. All participants had learning disabilities and
had difficulty with spelling, legibility, and copying text. The authors reported that the
participants had basic knowledge of typing and were able to perform basic word
processing tasks. Percentage of spelling errors (number of errors divided by total number
of words, not including repeated mistakes) and total number of words regardless of
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spelling errors were of interest. All three participants made fewer spelling mistakes using
word processing, and two out of three participants consistently wrote a higher total
number of words when using word processing. Participants were able to use the spellcheck feature on the word processor. Because the product on word processing was more
legible, students were able to read their own writing better when using the word
processing product as opposed to the handwritten product. The authors noted that the red
line under the spelling errors helped students become aware of spelling mistakes. When
they returned to handwriting, they initially searched the document more thoroughly for
spelling mistakes, but because there was no visual reminder, they soon stopped searching
as the session progressed. It was found that word processing increased the readability of
the product and might, therefore, lead to greater motivation and confidence when writing.
Englert, Wu, and Zhao (2005) noted the advantage of technology, stating that
“technology can be used to offload some of the cognitive work from the inexperienced
writer onto the computer, just as a calculator might be used to offload some of the
cognitive demands on students in mathematics” (p. 185). Another advantage of the use of
technology is the accessibility of spelling assistance. Many word processors provide
spell-checking assistance, which can have a positive impact on the output of the user’s
writing. In their study, Englert et al. taught students to utilize a web-based program to
write detailed narratives. In one condition, the researchers scaffolded the assignment
based on topic and structure. The program also offered a text-to-speech function, which
was utilized. Another condition, the unscaffolded condition, did not allow students free
access to prompts and help during their writing. Finally, there was a paper and pencil
condition in which students wrote. Papers were scored for quality, readability, and
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productivity (word counts and line counts). The results indicated that the scaffolding
helped with text structure, but the length did not vary much among conditions.
Outhred (1989) assessed the creative writing of children with learning disabilities.
She compared the stories written by hand with stories written using the word processor in
the areas of story length and misspellings. Over time, the length of the stories increased
in both the handwriting condition and the word processing condition. However, the
students who had the shorter handwritten stories wrote more when using the word
processor. In the area of spelling, students with low rates of spelling errors on
handwritten stories made approximately the same number of spelling errors when using
the word processor. Again, however, students who had severe spelling problems in the
handwriting condition (60% errors) made fewer errors when using the word processor
(30% errors). The results indicated that the word processor could be a positive choice for
students who have severe spelling problems or who are concerned with the mechanics of
writing and therefore produce less handwritten output.
Word prediction. Another solution that may help students circumvent spelling
problems and slow rate of production using a standard or alternate keyboard is word
prediction software. Word prediction software was developed to help reduce the number
of keystrokes it takes to type a word and works in the following way. When the student
types the first letter of a word, a list of numbered words appears in a separate window on
the screen. If the word the student is trying to type is on the list, the student can select the
word by typing the corresponding number or by clicking on the word with the mouse. If
the word is not on the list, the student continues to type, and the list of potential words
changes accordingly. When the student types a period or presses enter, the words from
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the word prediction screen transfer to the selected word processor. Options such as
predict ahead and flexible spelling are features that also are available. Predict ahead
works when the user selects a word from the list or types a word and enters a space.
Before typing the first letter of the next word, a list of predicted next words appears.
Newer versions of word prediction software have flexible spelling, so if the student types
a letter that the word does not begin with, but that has a similar sound, the word may
appear in the list (e.g., student types f-o- and the word “phone” appears on the list). Some
word prediction programs can learn new words that the user inputs (Lewis et al., 1998).
Because of the many features of word prediction software, it could be a helpful tool for
writing for some individuals.
There are potential benefits and limitations to using word prediction software.
MacArthur (1999a) stated that “word prediction software was originally developed for
individuals with physical disabilities to reduce the number of keystrokes required to type
words” (p. 178). Because the user theoretically can press fewer keys to type a word,
students who have motor problems or who are slow typists potentially can increase their
typing rate. It also has the potential to help students with spelling because they do not
have to type or spell the entire word (MacArthur, 1998b, 1999b; Merbler, Hadadian, &
Ulman, 1999; Mezei, & Heller, 2004). Additionally, MacArthur (2000) suggested that
word prediction software could be beneficial for students who had poor handwriting or
whose spelling was so poor that they could not read their work. Other benefits include
expanding vocabulary (MacArthur, 1999a, 1999b). There are limitations, however,
including difficulty of use (MacArthur, 1999b), the amount of time it takes to scan the list
for the correct word (Golden, 2001), and the potential that the student will have to type
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the whole word because it does not appear in the list, taxing both the physical component
of writing as well as spelling. Consequently, it could take effort for some students to type
using word prediction software. The possibility also exists that the students might choose
the wrong word simply because it is available in the list.
A number of researchers have performed studies on the use of word prediction
software. Many of these studies have included participants with learning disabilities.
Lewis et al. (1998) assessed the writing of students with learning disabilities and found
that they could handwrite the fastest and use word prediction the second fastest. They
were slowest using word processing. Lewis et al. reported that teachers believed that
word prediction actually slowed down the typing rate for more advanced typists.
However, Lewis et al. also discussed that students may have had slower typing rates
using word processing and word prediction because of lack of practice and keyboard
familiarity. They recommended more typing practice for the students with learning
disabilities. However, for students with physical disabilities, more typing practice may
not help because these students may never be able to increase their typing rate due to
motor issues.
In another study with students with learning disabilities, the typing rate of the
student who had the highest words per minute rate and good knowledge of the keyboard
and keyboarding skills decreased when using word prediction software (Golden, 2001).
Golden discussed that the time to search the word prediction list could have impeded the
student’s ability to type faster, thus decreasing typing speed.
In relationship to spelling, MacArthur (1999b) found that only one out of three
students with learning disabilities spelled better with word prediction. However, when
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given a more advanced writing task that called for the use of more complex words, two
out of three students improved their spelling using word prediction. MacArthur (1999b)
noted, however, that the word prediction software was difficult to use and required
significant demands on attention. In another study, however, all four participants with
learning disabilities significantly increased their correctly spelled words (MacArthur,
1998b).
Finally, Tumlin and Heller (2004) conducted a study with individuals with
physical disabilities using word prediction software. Tumlin and Heller found that the
two students with the most severe physical disabilities showed improvement in rate
(words per minute) when using word prediction software compared to word processing
alone. One student showed no difference in rate, and the fourth student decreased in rate
when using word prediction software. The student who decreased in rate had the fastest
baseline typing rate. However, Mezei and Heller (2004) found that for individuals with
physical disabilities, typing rate increased from word processing to word prediction for
three students with physical disabilities, and all of the participants decreased their
spelling errors.
The mixed results of the use of word prediction software indicate that individual
characteristics can influence the success of the use of assistive technology. As these
studies suggest, word prediction performance can rely on several factors. Student
characteristics such as the amount of time it takes to press a key (keypress time) and the
amount of time it takes for a student to search the word prediction list can influence
writing rate (Koester & Levine, 1997, 1998). For students with physical disabilities, the
keypress time will be the factor that is most divergent from students with other
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disabilities. Because word prediction has yielded mixed results, especially for individuals
with higher initial typing rates, other solutions must be considered.
Dictation. Some students have such severe physical disabilities that their
production rate is very slow when using word processing, even with enhancements.
When individuals have difficulty with writing due to access issues, dictation is an option
(MacArthur, 1999a, 2000). Reece and Cumming (1996) offered an increase in speed of
production as an advantage to any form of dictation. De La Paz (1999) noted that
dictating is faster than writing or typing because people speak at a rate of 125 to 160
words per minute, write 15 to 25 words per minute, and depending on typing abilities,
typically type at a rate somewhat faster than writing. Therefore, dictation can be quite
efficient. De La Paz and Graham (1997) indicated that dictation can not only affect the
speed of writing but also the amount of work produced and the quality of the dictated
product. In their study, they found that advanced organization training paired with
dictation had a positive effect on the quality of the writing. De La Paz and Graham found
when comparing dictation to handwriting, dictation had a higher entry rate and the
students produced longer, more complete, more cohesive, and quantitatively better
essays. They also found that dictation was 250% faster than handwriting. Graham (1990)
and MacArthur and Graham (1987) found that students with learning disabilities were
able to compose longer, higher quality papers when using dictation instead of
handwriting or word processing. MacArthur and Graham found that dictation was nine
times faster than handwriting and twice as fast as word processing when assessing the
writing of fifth and sixth grade students with learning disabilities. Finally, Bereiter and
Scardamalia (1987) reported that when removing the mechanics of writing through
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dictation, students with learning disabilities wrote 163% more when using normal
dictation to a transcriber.
Dictation removes the transcription process and consequently keeps the student
from having to worry about the mechanics of writing (MacArthur, 1999a, 1999b).
Possible reasons for the success of dictation could be that the cognitive demands of
handwriting and /or typing along with the mechanics may get in the way of the fluency
and quality of the writing (Wetzel, 1996). Limitations to dictation include that it takes
tremendous teacher time and develops dependence in the dictator (MacArthur, 1999a,
1999b).
Speech Recognition Systems
Another solution for writing is speech recognition software. Instead of relying on
another person, speech recognition systems take the burden off of using human
transcribers and allow students to independently dictate work (Higgins & Raskind, 1995).
Hux, Rankin-Erickson, Manasse, and Lauritzen, (2000) and Rosen and Yampolsky
(2000) discussed that due to motor constraints, the hands-free speech recognition system
is attractive. It has been suggested that students with physical disabilities could benefit
from using speech recognition due to motor difficulties (Duhaney & Duhaney, 2000).
Description of speech recognition software. Speech recognition is a separate
program loaded onto a computer that allows the user to speak instead of type. Using a
microphone, the user dictates directly into the computer. The user must complete training
so the software can create voice files and thus recognize the specific user’s speech
patterns. Once training is complete, the user speaks into the microphone and the words
are transcribed onto the screen. The spoken words appear in print anywhere the cursor is
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located. The user can open a word processor along with speech recognition software and
use all of the features of word processing with his voice.
Not only does speech recognition software transcribe the spoken words into print,
it also allows the user to navigate the computer and execute commands. For example, if
the user wants to save the file, instead of having to navigate through the saving process
with the mouse or keyboard, the user can use speech commands, specific to the speech
recognition software, to save the document. Speech recognition software users also can
navigate through documents by speaking commands such as, “move to next line” or
“move to end of paragraph.” Capitalization and formatting is also possible using speech
recognition software, using commands such as “cap that” and “copy that.” Speech
recognition users can access computer functions such as creating documents, letters, and
memos, working on spreadsheets, sending e-mail messages, working on the Internet, and
starting programs and opening menus. Users also can dictate into handheld recorders for
later transcription. Speech recognition software allows users many different ways to
create, navigate, and format documents hands-free. The use of the mouse and keyboard in
addition to speech recognition software might be helpful or necessary (Karat, Horn,
Halverson, & Karat, 2000). However, if using the keyboard or mouse is not an option,
the user can use voice commands.
Many speech recognition programs offer some of the features discussed
previously, but there are a number of different types of speech recognition programs that
warrant discussion. There are three different types of speech that can be used with
various speech recognition programs: discrete-utterance, connected word, and continuous
speech (Goette & Marchewka, 1994; Koester, 2001). Discrete speech requires the user to
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speak words individually, pausing between each word. Connected-word systems allow
the user to speak in short phrases before pausing. Finally, continuous speech systems
allow the user to speak in complete, uninterrupted sentences or groups of sentences.
Other terms related to speech recognition include speaker-dependent, speakerindependent systems, and speaker-adaptive systems (Goette & Marchewka; Koester,
2001). In speaker-dependent systems, the user must train the system to recognize his
speech patterns. Speaker-independent systems, however, do not require specific user
training. Finally, in speaker-adaptive systems, the user participates in limited training, but
does not train an extensive group of words. Instead, the user trains syllabic utterances
from which the software will piece together speech patterns for recognition (Goette &
Marchewka).
Speech recognition has been in development since the early 1970s (Koester,
2001). Through the 1980s, discrete speech recognition systems continued development,
improving the technology and increasing the vocabulary size (Koester, 2001). In 1997,
however, the first commercial speech recognition system with continuous speech became
available. Consequently, there are a number of early studies that review discrete speech
recognition systems and a few recent studies reviewing the use of continuous speech
recognition systems.
According to De La Paz (1999), there are five components of speech recognition
software that are important. These components include training requirements, whether or
not the software can effectively recognize continuous speech, the system’s vocabulary
size, error-correction procedures, and the system’s overall accuracy rate. The training and
instructional components of learning to use speech recognition software are very
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important. Vocabulary size has increased over the years due to the improved memory
capacities of computers. Some systems will allow users to train new words that are not
already in the system’s repertoire. Some vocabulary systems are restricted; others are
quite large, housing over 60,000 words (Kambeyanda, Singer, & Cronk, 1997).
Because speech recognition software is a relatively new technology, and as with
all technologies, has gone through many software revisions to refine it, there is not an
extensive literature base. Some literature does exist that addresses the benefits, barriers,
recognition accuracy, error correction capacity, rate enhancement, and use with
dysarthric speakers.
Positive attributes of speech recognition. Several benefits have been attributed to
using speech recognition software. Speech recognition software has been advertised as
allowing individuals to write more quickly, creating documents by voice. Speech
recognition can also potentially reduce the stress associated with keyboarding. Cavalier
and Ferretti (1996) stated, “for many people with disabilities, alternate access to
computers through speech recognition technology holds the promise of lessening their
dependence on others and promoting the development of their adaptive abilities” (¶ 1).
They also indicated that for speech recognition to be advantageous to users, the user
characteristics, type of task, and the specific speech recognition system must be
considered (Cavalier & Ferretti). Speech recognition can be a good choice for individuals
with physical disabilities because it may require less physical demands and may be less
tiring because it takes less effort to speak than to write (Kotler & Tam, 2002). However,
Kotler and Tam indicated that continuous speech recognition may not be effective for all
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individuals with physical disabilities because they may not be able to use it effectively
without using their hands in some cases.
Speech recognition also may improve the writing process through its ability to
bypass the mechanism of writing. Composing orally
permits thinking to unfold in a natural and unimpeded way…[and
therefore] we are more likely to capture fleeting thoughts and sequences of
thoughts than if we had been writing by hand or a typewriter—thus
avoiding the uncomfortable feeling that some brilliant idea was
irretrievably lost while we were typing. (Gardner, 1980, p. 19)
Some of the advantages of dictating through speech recognition software include the
ability for one to speak faster than he can write if there is good recognition accuracy.
Instead of having to take the time to write things down, speaking allows individuals to
capture those thoughts that might otherwise be lost in the transcription time. When
writing, often, it is not possible to write down ideas fast enough and they therefore are
lost. When an individual composes via an inefficient means, motivation can be affected.
With dictation, the user can bypass the mechanics of writing and focus more on what he
wants to say (De La Paz, 1999).
In order for writing to be effective with speech recognition software, the initial
phase of writing, which is the brainstorming and planning stage, needs to be addressed. A
number of studies indicated the importance or rehearsal and planning prior to composing
using dictation (De La Paz & Graham, 1997; Higgins & Raskind 1995; Reece &
Cumming, 1996; Wetzel, 1996) because participants in these studies improved writing
skills through dictation only when planning first. In the studies, all students with learning
disabilities had difficulty handwriting, spelling, punctuating, and with rate of production.
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Feng, Karat, and Sears (2005) had 15 participants dictate a 400-word essay for up
to one hour using speech recognition. They determined the words per minute, with five
characters equaling one word. They found that as participants became more experienced
with the software, their productivity increased. The average rate in trial one was 10.6
words per minute, as compared to 18.1 words per minute by the eighth trial. Feng et al.
indicated that participants spoke between 120 –125 words per minute, and there was a
discrepancy between documented words per minute produced using speech recognition
and the rate at which the participants spoke. However, participants spent the discrepant
time checking and correcting errors.
Although speech recognition software has been considered beneficial to improve
students’ writing, it has been suggested that speech recognition technology should only
be used for first drafts (Honeycutt, 2003). Honeycutt indicated that the first draft is the
easiest, in terms of the writing process. Because the revision process is so difficult, it has
been recommended that students do not edit their draft as they dictate. Honeycutt also
stated that some speech recognition manuals suggest that the users not look at the screen
as they dictate to discourage them from editing as they dictate. When revising, Honeycutt
speculated that using the keyboard would be more efficient than using speech. He also
described the importance of planning prior to writing, stating that formal planning is to be
extremely important prior to dictating in order to avoid stream-of-consciousness writing
(Honeycutt). Planning prior to dictating will help in producing a logical and orderly
document, representing all of the thoughts the author intended.
Another area that has been addressed as a possible benefit of speech recognition
use is quality of output when compared to handwriting and dictation. Reece and
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Cumming (1996) described three strategies that may ease the demands of writing:
outlining, dictating to a tape recorder for later transcription, and using speech recognition
systems. Reece and Cumming discussed the listening word processor (LWP), a system in
which a writer dictated and a hidden typist inputted the dictation into a word processor.
The writer/dictator could view the screen as the hidden typist transcribed the dictation.
Reece and Cumming conducted five studies on the effects of planning, dictation, and use
of the listening word processor on text quality. They found that the use of the listening
word processor improved the quality of the compositions, as opposed to handwriting, for
normally achieving students. They also found, however, that with poor writers, dictation
and use of the listening word processor were superior to handwriting, with little
difference between dictation and the listening word processor. Reece and Cumming also
found the listening word processor to be superior to dictation because the writer could see
a written record of his dictated text, whereas dictating into a tape recorder did not provide
that. Therefore, Reece and Cumming stated that using the listening word processor, the
writer does not need to utilize high levels of working memory to compose and can
therefore concentrate on the higher level aspect of composing.
Higgins and Raskind (1995) compared discrete speech recognition to handwriting
and dictation to a human transcriber for college students with learning disabilities.
Although it took the participants an average of six hours to learn to use the speech
recognition system, the authors found that essays that were produced using speech
recognition were of higher quality than those written using handwriting. However, there
were only slight differences between the speech recognition essays and the essays
dictated to a human transcriber. Students produced slightly better essays when using
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speech recognition than when dictating to a human transcriber. One reason for this may
be the dependency issue of someone else completing the writing task for the individual.
Also, some students had more difficulty reading transcriber’s handwriting than
recognizing on the screen what they had dictated. The authors found that when using
speech recognition, students used longer words. They explained this by surmising that
because students did not have to worry about spelling when using speech recognition,
they were free to use longer words. The speech recognition program was more accurate
when transcribing longer words as opposed to shorter words. This may explain why
students chose to use longer words. Students reported that they were free from the
distraction of having to continuously check their spelling. This was reported to be one of
the most positive features of the software. Higgins and Raskind therefore noted that
speech recognition helped students with learning disabilities to compensate for writing
deficits. In another study, three students with learning disabilities in the fifth and sixth
grade used VoiceType speech recognition software, using discrete speech (Wetzel, 1996).
The participants wrote personal narratives using oral rehearsal and a word bank. The
authors wanted to determine if fifth and sixth grade students could learn to use the
program, if the program was accurate, and if the program could improve the quality and
quantity of students’ writing. One participant had a dictation rate of only 2.5 words per
minute in early sessions and 5.5 words per minute in later sessions. That participant
reached 74% recognition accuracy, although VoiceType indicates that rates over 90%
recognition accuracy can be achieved. Throughout the study, the participant had
difficulty with VoiceType’s recognition accuracy. Twenty-six percent of the time, the
participant had to use the keyboard to clarify words misinterpreted by the program. The
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accuracy rate and error rate were found unacceptable. Wetzel noted that if the accuracy
rate was closer to 90%, it might have been beneficial for participants to ignore
recognition errors and continue to dictate. Some recognition problems occurred because
of breathiness and coughing. When one participant went to make corrections, he had
difficulty spelling many of the words when he had to type. The participant became
frustrated because of lack of recognition.
Cognitive costs of speech recognition. The literature also reports several
drawbacks to speech recognition systems, including the amount of training and the
inaccuracy of the word recognition. Higgins and Raskind (1995) reported that students
spent an average of six hours of training on the speech recognition software.
Additionally, people have to modify the way they talk (De La Paz, 1999). They cannot
speak naturally, and often, they have to slow their speech and over-pronounce words.
Recognition errors can occur, causing many word errors and frustration with users.
Finally, there is mixed evidence in the literature on whether the use of speech recognition
software benefits users because of issues of error correction, accuracy, and depth of
training.
Koester (2001) discussed the memory burden on the use of speech recognition.
MacArthur (1999a) noted that because there are many commands that must be learned in
order to effectively use speech recognition software, there is an increased burden on
memory. Koester (2001) described additional burdens on memory by stating that there
are special words that an individual must know in order to effectively dictate. These
include speech recognition commands for dictating punctuation marks, commands for
editing, and program operation commands.
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Another cognitive cost that Koester (2001) described using speech recognition is
that of identifying and correcting recognition errors. Koester (2001) also discussed how
the consequences of errors are different between keyboard use and speech recognition. In
order to identify recognition errors, the user must look at the screen, whereas with
keyboarding, the user can look at the screen or base his detection of the error on the
keyboarding itself (finger placement mistake). Karat et al. (2000) indicated that when
keyboarding, it takes an average of three seconds to repair an error, compared to at least
25 seconds to repair speech recognition errors. This shows that large time costs can be
associated with correcting speech recognition errors.
Physical and emotional costs of speech recognition. Not only are there some
cognitive costs to speech recognition use, there are also physical and emotional
considerations. A possible physical problem that can be associated with the use of speech
recognition technology is voice fatigue. Especially with discrete speech when the user is
starting and stopping speech frequently, fatigue of the vocal systems has been noted
(Kambeyanda et al., 1997; Koester, 2001). Goette and Marchewka (1994) cautioned that
speech recognition may not be as effective if the user experiences voice fatigue or when
the user speaks with emotion or emphasis. Kambeyanda et al. also discussed voice
problems and assessed speech recognition users through a survey questionnaire. After
extended use, participants experienced some throat dryness and irritation. It was reported
that fluids and rest helped. They determined that the use of discrete speech recognition
can lead to moderate to severe voice problems (Kambeyanda et al.). Another factor when
considering the use of speech recognition software is that of background noise (Koester,
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2001). Users need to be aware of their environment and make sure that the noise level in
their environment does not interfere with the use of speech recognition software.
Emotional considerations can include frustration with the use of speech
recognition due to the time it takes to train and due to issues with recognition accuracy.
Users also may experience frustration when correcting multiple errors due to low rates of
recognition accuracy. Although speech recognition is advertised as being totally handsfree, some users may find that in order to successfully or efficiently use the software,
they have to make corrections by hand as opposed to by voice (Karat et al., 2000).
Therefore, some users may experience frustration or disappointment that the software
does not always work for them in the way it is advertised.
Recognition accuracy. Recognition accuracy is defined as how well the speech
recognition software recognizes the user’s speech. However, Hux et al. (2000) indicated
that an accuracy rate as low as 65% may be acceptable for individuals with motor and
speech disabilities. Kotler and Tam (2002) interviewed six participants with physical
disabilities and intelligible speech, ages 19 to 35 about their experiences using discrete
speech recognition software. Kotler and Tam found that the average speed ranged from
8.6 to 15.4 words per minute, with five characters counting as a word. Recognition
accuracy ranged from 62.4% to 84.4%. In their interview with the participants, Kotler
and Tam noted that participants indicated that one of the advantages of speech
recognition was that they could generate text faster than with their other, nonhands-free
methods. However, they noted that the increase in speed still was not adequate to
complete their work. Additionally, they all agreed that speech recognition software was
an appropriate alternative to word processing. However, participants cited low
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recognition accuracy, voice problems, and fatigue as disadvantages of speech recognition
software use. Because of the low recognition accuracy, the authors estimated that
participants had to “generate double the number of utterances to produce the required
text” (Kotler & Tam, p. 143).
Koester (2004) studied participants who had used speech recognition technology
for at least six months. The participants were given two text entry tasks to measure speed.
One was transcribing a paragraph from a copy and the other was composing a short piece
on a subject provided by the researcher. Eleven of the 18 participants were able to
achieve higher text entry rates using speech recognition and were an average of 8.9 words
per minute faster than without. Koester (2004) noted that for individuals who typed
slower than 15 words per minute, speech recognition improved their text entry rate.
Recognition errors also were calculated by taking the total number of recognition errors
divided by the total number of words spoken. Recognition accuracy raged from 72% to
94%, averaging 85%. Koester (2004) indicated that participants spent an average of 56%
of their text entry time correcting recognition errors, averaging 23 seconds and 1.8
attempts to correct the error. In a survey of the participants, 75% indicated that they
found the speed of entry of the speech recognition system to be acceptable. In contrast,
only 54% indicated that the recognition accuracy was acceptable. They also noted that
there was a lack of privacy when using the technology because they had to speak out loud
and bystanders could overhear their dictation. Koester (2004) noted the benefits of speech
recognition, indicating that it can reduce pain and fatigue commonly experienced by
other manual text entry methods. The participants in the study typically used speech
recognition in addition to another input method instead of using it completely in isolation.
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The most limiting barrier to speech recognition technology, according to Koester (2004)
is that of recognition accuracy and the consequences of having to repair recognition
errors because the finished products using speech recognition software were less accurate
than those completed without speech recognition.
Koester (2003) reported additional results on data collected on text entry rate and
recognition accuracy. In the dictation phase, Koester (2003) measured the recognition
accuracy. In the correction phase, she was able to get a true measurement of the
participant’s text entry rate because it calculated the time required to correct recognition
errors. Initial recognition accuracy averaged 86% (range 69 - 95%) and 83% (range 6099%) after 4-6 weeks. Initial text entry rate, calculated in words per minute, averaged
16.9 words per minute (range 1.9 – 39.0) and 19.8 words per minute (range 1.5 – 72.6)
after four to six weeks. At a six-month follow up, however, only one user was still using
speech recognition.
Error correction. Karat et al. (2000) stated that developers of speech recognition
often misrepresent the ability of the technology, especially in the area of rate of input
(claims up to 140 words per minute). Early in users’ experience, problems with error
correction typically occur more frequently compared to normal text entry. In the study by
Karat et al., the researchers found that individuals who typed were more productive when
measuring corrected words per minute (revising while writing) than those using speech
recognition software. Individuals who typed averaged a rate of 32 corrected words per
minute, as compared to those who used speech recognition software, averaging 14
corrected words per minute. The authors reiterated that it was not the rate of entry that
produced the results; rather, it was the time it took to correct the dictation errors as
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opposed to the time it took to correct the typing errors. Karat et al. summarized their data,
making some important observations. It appeared that as speech recognition users became
more proficient users, their rate of speech input, defined in terms of corrected words per
minute, increased. Novices were reported to use speech to input at a rate of 13.6 corrected
words per minute, whereas expert users were reported to input at a rate of 31.0 corrected
words per minute. Whereas it took novice users an average of 7.3 steps to correct their
work, expert users were able to complete the correction task in 3.3 steps. The authors
noted that as speech recognition users gained more experience, they began using the
keyboard and mouse more frequently than speech to correct errors. For example, novice
users used keyboard corrections 2% of the time, whereas they used speech corrections
90% of the time, with multimodal corrections (mouse and keyboard) accounting for the
other 8%. Conversely, expert users used keyboard corrections 38% of the time, speech
corrections only 2% of the time, and multimodal corrections the remaining 60%. The
authors concluded that more advanced users preferred keyboard-mouse correction
techniques over speech techniques for correcting errors when using speech recognition
software.
Koester (2001) described a number of ways to prevent errors, given that the cost
of errors is high when using speech recognition software. One preventative method is to
use speech entry methods, such as speaking at a constant pace and volume. It is important
to enunciate each word and avoid unnecessary sounds. However, Koester (2001) pointed
out that cognitive energy and time are required to adapt speech patterns, even slightly.
Another suggestion for avoiding recognition errors is to anticipate them before they
occur. Koester (2001) suggested spelling out words, such as acronyms, proper nouns, or
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other words that might be easily misrecognized. In order to spell words, the user must use
a command specific to the software (such as SPELL) and then spell the word letter-byletter. This may be a strategy that is more efficient for experienced users.
Speech recognition with dysarthric speakers. Because students with physical
disabilities often have dysarthric speech, a further investigation explored the use of
speech recognition software for this population (Kotler & Thomas-Stonell, 1997). Speech
problems that limit the use of speech recognition include decreased intelligibility,
phonemic limitations, slower speech rate, variable speech patterns, involuntary sounds,
and inconsistency (Kotler & Thomas-Stonell; Rosen & Yampolsky, 2000). Additionally,
environmental factors, such as fatigue and time of day need to be considered due to
adverse affects on speech (Hux et. al., 2000). Because individuals with dysarthria have
more difficulty speaking than persons without dysarthria, they often have more difficulty
with speech recognition systems. However, Rosen and Yampolsky indicated that some
individuals with severely dysarthric speech have had some success with speech
recognition.
Hux et al. (2000) compared three commercially available speech recognition
systems using two participants. One participant was an individual with traumatic brain
injury and mild dysarthric speech. The individual at the time of the study was using word
processing for writing. She had tremors, ataxia, and her handwriting was illegible and
laborious. The other participant did not have a disability and had normal speech. The
authors compared three speech recognition systems and found that with the participant
with dysarthric speech, one system outperformed the other two substantially. In contrast,
the quality of all three programs was comparable at the end of the intervention for the
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participant with normal speech. This finding indicates that the quality of the software is
correlated to the success with users with dysarthria.
Kotler and Thomas-Stonell (1997) conducted a study with an individual with
spastic cerebral and mild dysarthria. They found that the amount of speech training was
correlated to the accuracy of speech recognition with people with dysarthria. In addition,
they produced guidelines for determining recognition of speech sounds that can be used
in future research. It appears that as technology improves, speech recognition is a
possible option for individuals with physical disabilities and possibly with dysarthric
speech. With the hands-free approach, speech recognition is a potential solution for
producing written work for individuals with dysarthria.
Conclusions
Due to the motor, learning, and environmental influences on individuals with
physical disabilities, it is apparent that modifications for writing are often needed to help
these individuals overcome barriers to writing. Assistive technology solutions, such as
low-tech modifications, word processing, word prediction, and dictation do not always
remove all of the barriers to writing for individuals with physical disabilities for a variety
of reasons. One assistive technology solution that may be a solution for individuals with
physical disabilities is speech recognition software. It is apparent, based on the review,
that speech recognition software comes with many potential benefits but also with
potential costs for individuals with physical disabilities. Because it is hands-free, speech
recognition can allow the user to operate it independently and can potentially increase the
rate of input to the rate of speaking. However, due to low rates of recognition accuracy
that some users experience, the amount of time and effort required to successfully use the
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software may cause users to not view it as an effective or efficient alternative to their
current method of writing. More research is therefore needed in order to determine
whether speech recognition software can be a viable writing accommodation for
individuals with physical disabilities.
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CHAPTER 2
USING SPEECH RECOGNITION SOFTWARE TO INCREASE WRITING FLUENCY
FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
Statement of the Problem
It is important for individuals to be able to write efficiently and accurately in
school and life activities. Students with physical disabilities often have difficulties
writing efficiently due to decreased motor control in their hands. Handwriting is often not
an option, and typing rate can be extremely slow. Writing accuracy also can be affected
by poor spelling performance (Sandberg, 2001) and extraneous motor movements, which
can cause unintended keystrokes (Best, Heller, & Bigge, 2005). Although there are
several different adaptations and assistive technology interventions available, many of
them result in dependence on another person or may not increase both writing rate and
accuracy. One type of assistive technology that may increase both rate and accuracy of
written production for students with physical disabilities is speech recognition software.
Impact of Physical Disabilities on Writing
There are many types of physical disabilities that may affect written production
rate and accuracy. Individuals with physical disabilities, such as cerebral palsy, spina
bifida, and degenerative diseases, may have motor coordination issues. These motor
issues make handwriting and typing slow, inefficient, or not possible. Fine motor
coordination problems may lead to reduced mobility in the hands and fingers and cause
problems with producing written work. Unintended motor patterns may cause individuals
57
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with physical disabilities to have difficulty controlling movement and reaching an
intended target, such as a piece of paper or a keyboard. This can cause a decrease in rate
and an increase in errors when producing written work. Limited range of motion may
make it difficult for the individual to access the materials. Muscle fatigue, endurance, and
weakness are other physical characteristics that accompany some physical disabilities,
decreasing the rate at which individuals can produce work and the amount of work they
can produce. Medical side effects can cause lack of attention to the task or fatigue and
therefore also have implications on writing. Finally, if the physical task is so great that it
is difficult for the individual, impeded concentration can negatively affect typing rate and
accuracy.
In addition to the physical issues with writing, sometimes there are also associated
cognitive or learning issues that accompany physical disabilities that can affect writing.
Mental retardation sometimes is present in individuals with cerebral palsy and spina
bifida. This affects cognitive abilities, which can affect writing. Learning issues, such as
auditory or visual processing and perceptual issues also can affect writing. Issues of
organization, attention, memory, unbalanced cognitive load, transcribing, thinking about
spelling, mechanics, and syntax are common problems that individuals with physical
disabilities and learning issues experience (Best et al., 2005; MacArthur, 2000; Sandberg,
2001; Shaer, 1997). Working memory also may be affected when a physical disability is
present. This occurs when the student has to direct his attention towards controlling
motor movements needed to access a keyboard or to write by hand, while at the same
time trying to compose written work. The attention needed to control the motor
movements may interfere with the ability of the student to effectively maintain his
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thoughts in working memory (Bourdin & Fayol, 2000). All of these learning issues, along
with the physical aspect of writing, can result in thoughts being lost (De La Paz, 1999).
Due to the physical and learning issues that can be related to physical disabilities,
it is apparent that rate and accuracy of writing can be affected. Rate and accuracy are
important components of writing. The physical disabilities that cause the slow rate can
make writing difficult. The faster an individual can input information, the more work he
can complete in a given amount of time. If the rate of production is hampered by a
disability, the individual will produce less and therefore fall behind in work completion.
Accuracy is important because it is related to the need for revisions. If written work has
multiple errors or needs substantial revision, that takes time and, paired with a slow rate
due to a physical disability, can be quite laborious.
Adaptations and Assistive Technology Interventions
There are several types of adaptations and assistive technologies (AT) that may be
used to increase written production rate and accuracy. In order to make writing more
accessible to students with physical disabilities, different solutions are available. Options
such as adapting writing instruments, choosing different types of paper, or using slant
boards can improve handwriting ability. Dictating to a scribe can help individuals
produce their work at a much faster rate (De La Paz, 1999); however, it makes the writer
dependent on another person to complete the work (MacArthur & Cavalier, 2004).
Another option is using assistive technology, such as word processors, word processors
with alternate access, or word prediction software.
Students for whom handwriting is not an option often use word processors
(Bangert-Drowns, 1993). Using word processing can pose both advantages and
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disadvantages for individuals with physical disabilities. Advantages can include access to
spell and grammar check, which may assist some users in recognizing errors (Hetzroni &
Shrieber, 2004). Readability of the product and motivation when writing using a word
processor can improve (Hetzroni & Shrieber). MacArthur and Shneiderman (1986)
indicated that benefits of word processing include production of a neat copy, easy editing
and revision, and removal of the physical aspect of handwriting, which can be difficult.
However, disadvantages also exist for word processing. Using word processing requires
inputting the information into the program, and keyboarding is often difficult or
inefficient for individuals with physical disabilities. Using word processing also requires
instruction on the use of its components and accessories, which some instructors neglect
to recognize (MacArthur, Schwartz, & Graham, 1991).
Because the standard keyboard is often difficult for individuals with physical
disabilities to use, additional adaptations may be necessary for an individual to utilize
word processing effectively and efficiently. Alternate access with word processing can
include the use of mouth sticks, alternative keyboard arrangement (such as DVORAK),
alternate keyboards, and use of on-screen keyboards. Most individuals without
disabilities utilize the direct select method of keyboarding (i.e., they make contact with
the keys on the keyboard, typically using all ten fingers). However, individuals with
physical disabilities may need modifications for direct select, such as using a mouth stick
on a standard keyboard. If direct select is not possible, alternate methods of selection,
such as scanning, are available. Although using alternate access can improve access to
the word processor and computer, some of these solutions are user-specific and cannot
easily transfer to different computers or environments.
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Another writing option for individuals with physical disabilities is the use of word
prediction software (Tumlin & Heller, 2004). Most word prediction programs can be used
with any word processor, with the user typing in a window separate from the word
processor. As the user types, the program begins predicting the word and provides a list
from which the desired word can be selected. The user can then select the word by either
clicking on it with the mouse or by typing the number of the corresponding word. If the
correct word is not in the list, the user continues to type and the list of predicted words
changes accordingly. When the user types a period or presses enter, the sentence is
transferred from the word prediction software to the word processor (MacArthur, 1999a,
1999b). Because word prediction theoretically decreases the number of keystrokes
needed to type a word, it can improve the rate of production for individuals with physical
disabilities. However, it should be noted that if the word prediction program incorrectly
predicts the user’s intended word by not displaying the target word, it may take longer
and require more effort to have the desired word displayed. MacArthur (1998a, 1998b)
stated that word prediction could support correct spelling as well as expand the use of
vocabulary. Lewis, Graves, Ashton, and Kieley (1998) assessed students’ writing and
found that students with learning disabilities could handwrite the fastest, with word
prediction next, and typing in a word processor last. They reported that teachers believed
that for more advanced typists, word prediction software slowed down their typing rate.
Tumlin and Heller also found this for individuals with physical disabilities.
The assistive technology solutions discussed have included access to the computer
still using keyboard modifications. However, it is sometimes necessary to utilize access
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that does not require as much physical manipulation. One such option that has recently
become available is speech recognition software.
Speech Recognition Software
Speech recognition software, which provides hands-free access to the computer,
was developed to facilitate the production of written work (Kotler & Thomas-Stonell,
1997). As the user speaks into a microphone, the words are transformed into text on the
screen. According to Bruce, Edmundson, and Coleman (2003), using speech recognition
software allows individuals to “circumvent” spelling and writing difficulties. Most
literate adults without disabilities typically write 15 – 25 words per minute and can speak
at 125 – 160 words per minute (De La Paz, 1999; Feng, Karat, & Sears, 2005). Speech
recognition software, therefore, has the ability to transcribe speech significantly faster
than handwriting (De La Paz). Speech recognition software has the potential to make
writing more efficient and accurate for individuals with physical disabilities, but it also
has some limitations that users must consider.
Speech recognition allows users to bypass the mechanics of writing and loss of
ideas in the transcription process (De La Paz, 1999). Speaking is faster and less laborious
than manual text entry and is less fatiguing (Koester, 2001). Although speech recognition
can decrease the load on working memory by removing the transcription of thoughts into
written words, Koester (2001) discussed potential memory burdens associated with the
use of speech recognition. The commands and special words and formats that are
necessary when using speech recognition software can add additional cognitive load to
speech recognition use.
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Speech recognition also requires training to reach an acceptable level of
recognition accuracy. Recognition accuracy is important because some researchers have
found that speech recognition software can be difficult to use because some users spend
so much time correcting errors that it becomes inefficient (Karat, Horn, Halverson, &
Karat (2000). Higgins and Raskind (1995) noted that it took participants with learning
disabilities in their study an average of six hours to learn the system. In Kotler and Tam’s
(2002) study, because of low recognition accuracy, ranging from 62% to 84%, the
authors noted that the participants with physical disabilities and intelligible speech had to
“generate double the number or utterances to produce the required text” (p. 143) due to
error correction.
Improved rate of input is one of the potential benefits of speech recognition. Once
recognition accuracy is acceptable, the rate of writing can increase. Koester (2004) found
that for individuals with physical disabilities who typed slower than 15 words per minute,
speech recognition helped improve their text entry rate. However, for individuals who
were faster typists, speech recognition may not improve rate. Koester (2003) collected
data on text entry rate and recognition accuracy. In the dictation phase, Koester (2003)
measured the recognition accuracy. In the correction phase, she was able to obtain a true
measurement of the participant’s text entry rate because it calculated the time required to
correct recognition errors. Initial recognition accuracy averaged 86% (range 69 - 95%),
and after four to six weeks averaged 83% (range 60 - 99%). Initial text entry rate,
calculated in words per minute, averaged 16.9 words per minute (range 1.9 – 39.0) and
after four to six weeks, averaged 19.8 words per minute (range 1.5 – 72.6). At a sixmonth follow up, however, only one out of the eight participants was still using speech
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recognition. Out of eight participants, two discontinued use due to technical problems
using speech recognition; four students preferred using a standard keyboard with various
methods of access; and one discontinued use due to personal problems.
Karat et al. (2000) indicated that when keyboarding, it takes an average of three
seconds to repair an error, compared to at least 25 seconds to repair speech recognition
errors for individuals without disabilities. When measuring corrected words per minute
(text entry and editing) of individuals without disabilities, Karat et al. found that due to
the time it took to correct dictation errors as opposed to the time it took to correct typing
errors, typing was more efficient, yielding 32 corrected words per minute, as opposed to
14 corrected words per minute using speech recognition. Karat et al. discovered that as
individuals became more proficient users of speech recognition, they tended to use more
multimodal means of error correction (i.e., using the keyboard and/or mouse in addition
to speech commands to repair errors). Feng et al. (2005) found that as participants
became more experienced with the software, their productivity increased. However,
Koester (2003) found the opposite, citing inconsistent and variable performance with
speech recognition. Koester (2003) indicated that only three out of seven participants
with physical disabilities improved their text entry rate over a six-week period and only
two out of seven participants improved their recognition accuracy over six weeks.
Finally, Honeycutt (2003) stated that speech recognition should only be used in
first draft writing because it is the easiest stage of writing and students do not have to edit
as they dictate. The research supports this, indicating that users spend a tremendous
amount of time editing their work when using speech recognition software (Feng et al.,
2005; Karat et al., 2000; Koester, 2004; Kotler & Tam, 2002). Honeycutt (2003) also
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discussed the importance of planning, stating that writers who have time to plan prior to
writing produce more organized documents. Others (De La Paz & Graham, 1997;
Higgins & Raskind, 1995; Reece & Cumming, 1996; Wetzel, 1996) have found that
planning prior to writing can improve the quality of work produced using speech
recognition software.
Given the potential benefits of speech recognition software for individuals with
physical disabilities, it is thought that it could have a positive impact on the writing
access of these individuals because it takes the physical component out of writing.
Providing instruction on the use of speech recognition software could lead to writing
becoming more accessible and efficient for writers with physical disabilities. This is
especially the case with first draft writing where students do not have to contend with
error correction caused by the speech recognition software misinterpreting what they say.
However, because recognition errors can be made with speech recognition software, the
accuracy of the written product could be affected. More research is needed to determine
the best method to assist individuals with physical disabilities to write efficiently and
accurately.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of speech recognition
software to word processing across written production rate (fluency) and accuracy on first
draft writing. Also of interest was the length of the draft, the type of errors participants
made, and the students’ ability to recognize errors and recall what they intended to write
when they identified mistakes in their writing. Because speech recognition offers handsfree access to a computer, it may aid individuals with physical disabilities in improving
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their rate of input and in decreasing errors if the recognition accuracy is sufficient.
Because assistive technology is typically a necessary component of work production for
individuals with physical disabilities, the results of this study will add much-needed
information on the use of speech recognition software for writing within the research
base of physical disabilities.
Research Questions
1. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the fluency rate
compared to word processing for individuals with physical disabilities in writing a
first draft of a paper?
2. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the writing
accuracy rate compared to word processing for individuals with physical
disabilities?
3. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the production
of different types of errors compared to errors produced using word processing?
4. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the students’
ability to recall the intended meaning when they begin to identify the errors in
their first draft as compared to word processing?
5. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the length of the
draft compared to word processing?
Methodology
Participants and Setting
Students of high school age with physical disabilities that affect hand use were
selected to participate in this study. They were selected based on the following criteria:
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(a) having a physical disability with fine motor impairments (that still allowed them to
use direct select to access a keyboard); (b) meeting the Georgia requirements for
orthopedic impairments (i.e., students with physical disabilities having mild intellectual
disabilities or normal or gifted intelligence); (c) receiving services through an orthopedic
impairments (OI) special education program; (d) not having a diagnosed articulation or
voice disorder or being served through the Speech and Language program for articulation
or voice disorders; (e) being high school age; (f) having had prior experience with
accessing a computer for a minimum of two years (either with standard keyboard or
alternate access devices); (g) having utilized word processing for completion of writing
tasks for a minimum of two years; (h) not receiving services from the visual impairments
program (but may have a visual impairment with visual adaptations in place); (i) not
currently using speech recognition software and not having used it successfully in the
past to complete school work; and (j) parental consent and student assent. Potential
participants were asked if they were willing to use word processing and speech
recognition software prior to the study to ensure that either or both programs were not
aversive to the students. If they indicated that they were willing to use both programs,
they were eligible to be selected as participants. The sample size included five
participants who met the criteria. The first five participants who qualified and had
consent and assent were chosen to participate in the study
The five participants selected for participation were Ann, Beau, Cady, Dana , and
Emma (see Table 1). Ann was an 18 year old Caucasian female who was a 10th grader at
the time of the study. Her diagnosis was spina bifida and mild intellectual disability. She
wore glasses and used a power wheelchair for mobility, and had a manual wheelchair that
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Table 1
Student Information
HW Ratea
Typing Rate
Flesh/Kincaidb
WRAT-3c
7.0 wcpm HW
8.4 wcpm T
6.1 grade level
High School

Microsoft
Word &
SR History
of Used
5 years
No prior use

Dell Latitude
D600
Mini Keyboard
Roller ball
Mouse
Pen for typing
Glasses

8.4 wcpm HW
8.6 wcpm T
7.2 grade level
High School

3 years
Minimal
usee

Spina Bifida

Dell Latitude
D600

17.2 wcpm HW
15.5 wpm T
7.3 grade level
High School

Approx. 5
years
No prior use

Cerebral
Palsy,
Aspergers
Syndrome,
Vision
Impairment

Dell Latitude
D600
Text enlarged to
16 point font
Glasses

23.0 wcpm HW
30.3 wcpm T
10.4 grade level
Post High
School

>10 years
No prior use

Name

Age
Disability
Grade
Placement

Equipment &
Adaptations

Ann

18
Spina Bifida
th
10 Grade
MID Self
Contained
OI Consult

Dell Latitude
D600
Glasses

Beau

15
9th Grade
OI
Resource
General
Education

Duchene’s
Muscular
Dystrophy

Cady

15
10th Grade
OI
Resource
General
Education

Dana

17
12th Grade
OI
Resource
General
Education

Spinal
Emma 17
12th Grade Muscular
OI Consult Atrophy
General
Education

Dell Inspiron
29.9 wcpm HW > 8 years
E1505 for
37.9 wcpm T
Minimal
Typing
9.9 grade level
usef
Dell Latitude
Post High
D600 for Speech School
Recognition
Glasses
a
Note. HW Rate refers to handwriting rate. bThe Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level is Microsoft
Word’s tool to approximate the grade level of the writing. cThe WRAT-3 is the Wide
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rd

d

Range Achievement Test, 3 Edition. It reports grade level of spelling. SR History of
Use is the speech recognition history of use. It indicates any prior history with speech
recognition software. eUsed for less than 1 week approximately 4 years ago. fUsed for
approximately 2 months approximately 5 years ago.
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she could also use. Ann was served through the Mild Intellectual Disabilities (MID) selfcontained program for functional curriculum classes and received OI consult services for
physical modifications to her environment. Her handwriting was very legible, but slow
(7.0 words correct per minute (wcpm) due to impaired hand functioning or processing
due to the spina bifida. Ann wore glasses and typed at a rate of 8.4 wcpm prior to the
study. Ann had used a computer since elementary school, Microsoft Word for the past
five years, and had no prior use of speech recognition software. She completed most of
her schoolwork using handwriting, although sometimes she typed on the computer. Ann
had a nasal sounding voice and did not speak confidently, often changing her mind or
starting words and not completing them.
Beau was a 15 year old Caucasian male who was a ninth grader. He was
diagnosed with Duchene’s Muscular Dystrophy (MD). He wore glasses and used a power
wheelchair for mobility. He was served through OI resource for study skills and took
academic and elective classes in general education. His handwriting rate was 8.4 wcpm,
and his typing rate prior to the study was 8.6 wcpm. Due to his decreased muscle
functioning because of the MD, he had very limited gross motor abilities, and his fine
motor functioning was impaired. Beau had used a computer for schoolwork for the past 3
years, including using Microsoft Word for the past three years. He had used Dragon
NaturallySpeaking around four years ago but discontinued use because it did not work
well for him at the time. He reported, however, that he was willing to try it again. He had
a laptop computer that he could use to complete his schoolwork, but dictated to a scribe
most of the time because typing or handwriting long assignments was inefficient for him.
Beau spoke in short phrases, due to the need to take shallow breaths frequently.
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Cady was a 15 year old African-American female who was a 10 grader with a
diagnosis of spina bifida. She used a manual wheelchair for mobility and was served
through the OI resource room for study skills and in general education for academic and
elective classes. Her pre-study handwriting rate was 17.2 wcpm, and her typing rate was
15.5 wcpm. Cady had used a computer for school since the 6th grade and had used
Microsoft Word for school since she started using the computer. She had no prior use of
speech recognition software but indicated that she was willing to try it for the purpose of
the study. She had a low, southern voice. Her handwriting was legible, and she completed
most of her schoolwork by handwriting.
Dana was a 17 year old Caucasian female who was a high school senior at the
time of the study. She was diagnosed with cerebral palsy, Asperger’s Syndrome, and a
vision impairment. She used a manual wheelchair for mobility, although she could walk
short distances without assistance. Her vision impairment was corrected with glasses
although she required enlarged print text to 14 point font. Dana did not qualify for vision
services. Her fine motor coordination was affected by her cerebral palsy, and her
handwriting was illegible at times. Dana’s handwriting rate was 23.0 wcpm, and her
typing rate was 30.3 wcpm prior to the study. To complete her schoolwork, Dana used a
combination of a laptop computer and handwriting. Dana was served through OI resource
and took team taught general education classes. Her voice was clear, and she spoke
confidently. Dana had used a laptop computer and Microsoft word since elementary
school and had no prior use of speech recognition software.
Finally, Emma was a 17 year old Caucasian female who was a senior in high
school diagnosed with Spinal Muscular Atrophy. She received OI consult services and
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took all of her classes in general education. Her pre-study handwriting rate was 29.9
wcpm, and her typing rate was 37.9 wcpm. Because SMA is degenerative, it was thought
that it would be good to train her on speech recognition software. She had used a
computer for schoolwork since middle school and had tried Dragon NaturallySpeaking
five years prior to the study for a couple of months. She reported that the purpose was
just to try it out, although she did not intend to use it at the time. She stated that she was
willing to try it again. She had access to a laptop computer for work, and completed her
schoolwork with a combination of using her laptop and handwriting.
The study was conducted in the OI classroom of a public high school during study
skills class. Training was conducted in two different types of groupings. Demonstration
of speech recognition software was conducted in a small group setting in two different
study skills class periods. Three students received simultaneous demonstration in one
study skills class and the other three received it in the other class. Voice file training and
dictation of compositions, however, were conducted on a one-on-one basis because of the
importance of the room being quiet and so that individual concerns could be addressed
when participants were creating their voice files. Some researchers have found that
speech recognition users typically need guided practice and support during the training
phases (MacArthur & Cavalier, 2004; Quinlan, 2004); therefore, it was important that
participants had sufficient access to the teacher or researcher during the training phase.
Both the small group instruction and individual instruction for training occurred in the OI
classroom. Intervention also occurred in the OI classroom on a one-on-one basis. The
researcher worked with participants individually until they completed the writing session.
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Operational Definitions
The independent variables in this study were the use of word processing and
speech recognition software during first-draft writing. The dependent variables were
writing fluency, accuracy, type of word errors, recall of intended meaning, and length of
the document. Writing fluency was of primary interest and was defined as the number of
words correct per minute (wcpm) of the composition. A correct word was defined as a
word that was correctly spelled (since misspelling, keyboarding errors or additional
keystrokes often occur with the use of word processing) and was the intended word (not a
substituted or additional word or group of words due to misinterpretation by speech
recognition software).
Due to the variance in word length that can occur across writing samples, a more
accurate measure was needed than counting whole words. Because the length of the word
affects the writing speed, the word length needs to be consistent across passages and
across students. Students who are functioning on a higher level may be using larger and
more complex words than lower-functioning students. Therefore, it was important to
standardize word length. Computation of writing fluency (wcpm) in which one word
equaled 5 characters, therefore, was used (Feng et al., 2005; Kotler & Tam, 2002). A
character was defined as a letter, space, punctuation mark, or symbol. Using this formula,
the number of characters in the written product was determined and divided by five to
determine the number of words per passage. To aid in this calculation, Microsoft Word’s
character count with spaces tool was used to determine the total number of characters in
each of the written passages.
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When determining the writing fluency (wcpm), the following formula was used:
(Total characters produced – all characters in each incorrect word) ÷ 5
wcpm =

_________________________________________________________
Number of minutes

This was calculated by removing words that were incorrect from the writing sample,
obtaining the character count, and dividing by 5 (to get the number of correct words).
Next, this number was divided by the number of minutes to get the rate (wcpm).
Accuracy, defined in terms of percent correct, was calculated by subtracting the
number of word errors from the total number of words divided by the total number of
words times 100. In this formula, whole words were counted, not five characters equaling
one word. The following formula was used:
Total Number words – number of word errors
% Correct =

_____________________________________

x 100

Total number of words
If the same word error was made more than once, it was counted each time the error was
made. For example, if speech recognition misrecognized a word five times (e.g., I scream
for ice cream), it was counted as five separate errors. In word processing, if the student
misspelled a word consistently five times (e.g., their for there), it was counted as five
errors. Also, if the student spelled a word correctly but it was not the correct word, it was
counted as an error (e.g., to for too). Word errors were counted each time the error was
made because of their impact on fluency and because later when the student goes back to
correct the mistakes, the student would have to correct the mistake each time it is made.
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Data also reflected the type of word errors students made. When the student wrote
with the word processor the following errors were counted: (a) spelling/keyboarding
errors, (b) keypress errors, and (c) incorrect words. When using speech recognition
software, the errors that were counted were: (a) substituted incorrect words (words that
the computer types out that the student did not say); (b) additional unintended words
(computer puts in different or more words than the student said); (c) omission of a word;
and (d) command errors (e.g., spelling out “period” instead of placing a period at the end
of a sentence, or not executing the command) (MacArthur & Cavalier, 2004).
Punctuation and capitalization errors were not counted as errors in either word processing
or speech recognition software use unless the student gave a command for punctuation or
capitalization in speech recognition that did not occur (hence a command error).
It was necessary to distinguish between so many types of word errors because
different types of errors occurred with the use of speech recognition software versus word
processing software. For example, speech recognition software will not misspell a word;
however, the program might misinterpret the user’s intended word and substitute another
word or group of words or omit a word or group of words. Using word processing,
however, the student might misspell a word or might use the incorrect word. Because
speech recognition is hands-free, users must dictate punctuation marks, capitalization,
and basic navigation requests. This provides the opportunity for punctuation,
capitalization, and navigation command errors to occur when using speech recognition
software.
In addition to the different types of word errors that can occur in speech
recognition and word processing software, other composing considerations must be
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made. If the participant speaks quickly in order to produce a longer composition, more
errors could be made. The same is true for word processing. If the user types fast to
increase the rate but makes a high percentage of errors, this must be considered. This is
one reason that fluency was calculated, taking into consideration not only the rate but
also the errors made when composing.
Recall of intended meaning also was documented. Recall of intended meaning
occurred when the student read back the writing sample and identified errors in word
processing or misinterpretations made by the speech recognition software. Upon
completion of the draft writing, the researcher instructed the student to read back what
was written. See Appendix A for recall of intended meaning script. In the word
processing component, of interest was whether or not the student could read correctly the
misspellings or incorrect words. During the speech recognition component, of interest
was whether or not the students could recall what they meant to say given the potential
recognition misinterpretations of the speech recognition software. It was documented
whether the student was able to recall the intended meaning immediately, with a delay,
differently without changing the meaning, or was not able to recall intended meaning at
all.
Finally, the length of document was calculated. Length was defined as the number
of words in the draft. The original document was analyzed for length by taking the
number of characters and dividing them by five to obtain the number of words.
Materials
Participants used word processing software, speech recognition software, and a
computer with a headset microphone attached. The word processing software was
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Microsoft Word 2003. Spell check and grammar check were turned off during writing
sessions. This is because when writing a draft, it is important for students to write for
content and then go back later for revisions (Honeycutt, 2003). Additionally, the auto
correct and auto complete features were turned off.
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 7 Preferred was the speech recognition software used.
Hux, Rankin-Erickson, Manasse, and Lauritzen, (2000) found that when comparing three
different brands of speech recognition software, Dragon NaturallySpeaking was more
accurate than the other two. The Preferred version was selected because it has special
compatibility with Microsoft Word (www.nuance.com/naturallyspeaking/home/).
Passages using speech recognition software were dictated directly into Microsoft Word.
The microphone headsets used by all participants were ones provided with the Dragon
NaturallySpeaking software. Individual headsets were assigned to each participant before
the study and were used consistently throughout.
Speech recognition software works in the following way: the user, wearing a
microphone headset connected to the computer, speaks into the microphone. As the user
speaks, the words appear on the word processing screen. Speech recognition software can
be completely hands-free. Speech recognition software also encompasses a complete list
of correction commands. For example, if users make a mistake and need to change the
text, they can speak a correction command such as “scratch that,” deleting the last phrase
spoken. If the speech recognition software misinterprets speech and the user needs to
make a correction, the user can select specific words or phrases by speaking a command
such as “select goes to the score” and re-dictating “go to the store.” The program also
recognizes navigation commands so the user can move around the document without
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using the mouse or keyboard (e.g., page up, move to end of line, or move the cursor
before or after a specific word or phrase). In addition to correction and navigation
commands, users can also dictate punctuation marks and capitalization, save documents,
cut and paste, and perform all functions of the word processor hands-free. Users can also
open and close files, access the Internet, and compose email using speech recognition
software.
Dragon NaturallySpeaking allows the user to select specific settings during setup. The vocabulary for Dragon NaturallySpeaking was set to General – Large and the
language was set to US English. The Speech model was set to BestMatch III. Participants
were required to speak the punctuation commands that they desired in their composition.
Although Dragon NaturallySpeaking does have automatic punctuation completion, it was
necessary for participants to dictate the punctuation because the comparison was made
with word processing, where they also had to input the punctuation manually. Microsoft
Word and Dragon NaturallySpeaking automatically will capitalize the first word of each
sentence. Dragon NaturallySpeaking also automatically capitalizes proper nouns. Dragon
NaturallySpeaking was set to place one space, as opposed to two spaces, after a period
for all users because all participants only placed one space after periods in word
processing.
The computers that were used were determined individually. The computer that
the participant most often used at school was the computer that the participant used for
this study. In the absence of the participant having an assigned or preferred computer, or
a computer that had the internal memory to support Dragon NaturallySpeaking, the
researcher’s computers were used. Therefore, Ann, Cady, and Dana used the researcher’s
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Dell Latitude D600. Dana had the text enlarged to 16 point font. Beau used his Dell
Latitude D600 computer with a mini keyboard, rollerball mouse, and a pen for typing,
and Emma used the researcher’s Dell Inspiron E1505 and D600.
Procedures
Pre-intervention measures. Prior to intervention, the following measures were
collected and reported: (a) initial spelling achievement measure, (b) handwriting rate, (c)
typing rate, (d) writing level, and (e) voice quality. All participants completed the
spelling sub-test of the Wide Range Achievement Test 3 (WRAT3) (Wilkinson, 1993) in
order to determine a baseline for spelling ability. With assistance from the occupational
therapist, the classroom teacher and researcher obtained measures of handwriting rate and
typing rate. Handwriting rate was determined by timing the participant for three minutes
during a handwriting task. The total number of correct words written (with five
characters, including spaces, equaling one word) was divided by the total number of
minutes of writing. The same procedure was used in order to calculate typing rate.
Participants were given three minutes to type in response to a writing topic, and their
typing rates were calculated by dividing the total number of correct words typed (with
five characters, including spaces, equaling one word) by the total number of minutes
writing. The writing level measure was conducted by taking three samples of
participants’ previously typed work and running it though Microsoft Word’s FleschKincaid grade level tool. All writing samples were converted to 12 point Times New
Roman font for consistency prior to obtaining the grade level measure. A measure of
voice quality, the Multi-Dimensional Voice Program (MDVP) (Kay Elemetrics, 1993)
was utilized to obtain a measure of each student’s voice. This was obtained by having the
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student participants say “ahhh” for three to five seconds into a digital audio recorder. The
digital recording of their voices was analyzed using the MDVP (Kay Elemetrics).
Examples of additional measures the MDVP (Kay Elemetrics) may take include voice
breaks, voice tremors, noise-related measures, amplitude perturbations, and frequency
perturbations. Reporting this measure may provide useful information about voice
characteristics for discussion purposes. Additional pre-intervention measures, including
the length of time students had used word processing were reported. Student participants
also were asked if they found word processing aversive or if they had prior experience
with speech recognition software (but were not currently using it), if they found it
aversive.
Spelling ability, handwriting rate, typing rate, writing level, and voice quality
provided information that was useful in making inferences about the results and that
contributed to the discussion of results. The word errors in the word processing phase
could be compared to spelling ability if spelling was problematic. The other preintervention measures were important for comparison with intervention outcomes.
Finally, prior to the study, all students compiled a list of broad topics of interest to
them. The purpose of this list was to ensure that each student was writing about a topic of
personal interest and that it was a topic that each student could sustain for at least three
minutes of continuous typing or dictation. During writing sessions, the students chose a
topic about which to write from their lists.
Speech recognition training. In order for individuals to be able to use speech
recognition, training of voice files had to be completed successfully prior to intervention.
Training occurred over multiple sessions in the following manner, as recommended by
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MacArthur and Cavalier (2004) and Quinlan (2004). Speech recognition training
consisted of: a) an explanation of the purpose of the software and modeling its use, b)
instruction in creating voice files, c) creation of voice files through reading two training
passages, d) completion of the Dragon NaturallySpeaking tutorial, e) completion of
command probes (e.g., dictating punctuation and basic navigation commands), and f)
completion of pre-intervention skill probes (e.g., turning on computer, starting program).
See checklist in Appendix A.
First, the researcher provided an introduction to Dragon NaturallySpeaking to the
students. The purpose of this introduction was to demonstrate the capabilities of Dragon
NaturallySpeaking and to demonstrate to the students the end result of their training. The
researcher explained the purpose of the software, which is to provide hands-free access to
the computer and to provide an alternative to typing by using voice instead of hands. The
researcher also modeled clear dictation of a short paragraph (including basic punctuation,
capitalization, and navigation commands) using a computer and LCD projector, with the
computer image projected on a screen. As the researcher demonstrated dictation, students
were able to see on the projection screen that, as the researcher spoke, the words
appeared in Microsoft Word. The researcher also showed the participants the different
toolbars and commands associated with Dragon NaturallySpeaking.
Voice file instruction occurred next with a demonstration of the reading of a brief
training passage. The researcher demonstrated proper dictation strategies and had the
participants practice saying sentences clearly and enunciating each word. Students
learned proper microphone placement and were encouraged to speak naturally and to
enunciate clearly when training voice files (Quinlan, 2004).
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The next phase of speech recognition training consisted of individuals creating
user-voice files. The researcher met with participants individually in this phase. As part
of the software training exercises, Dragon NaturallySpeaking offers a selection of
different training passages that appear on the screen that students read into the
microphone. As the user reads the passage provided by Dragon NaturallySpeaking, the
program updates its understanding of the user’s speech patterns and creates specific uservoice files. As recommended by Dragon NaturallySpeaking, users read two training
passages, and all training exercises utilized the training passages provided by Dragon
NaturallySpeaking. For example, users were given a list of training passages from which
to choose. The participants were instructed to read Talking to your computer (Easy
Reading: Instructional) as the first passage. The second training passage selected was
Product Manager’s Mail Messages (Easier Reading: Business). The researcher sat next
to the participant during the reading of training passages to ensure that the participant was
enunciating clearly and reading each word in the passage. If necessary, the researcher
paused the training and provided additional guidance. Because there is a high incidence
of individuals with physical disabilities and vision impairments, the researcher ensured,
prior to training, that the participants could see the training passages. When the font of
the training passage was too small for the participant to read, the researcher enlarged the
training passages ahead of time and presented them to students at the time of training.
This occurred with two participants, Dana and Ann.
After completion of reading training passages, Dragon NaturallySpeaking offers
users the opportunity to take its tutorial. The Dragon NaturallySpeaking tutorial takes
users through 14 lessons. Lessons include learning about the Dragon toolbar, turning the
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microphone on and off, using punctuation, dictation suggestions, navigation commands,
correction commands, spelling words instead of dictating them, deleting, inserting, and
formatting words. The tutorial provided instruction on the skill, a video demonstration,
and opportunity for users to practice the skills that had been demonstrated. After users
completed their second voice-file reading, they were instructed to complete Lessons 1 –
14 of the Dragon NaturallySpeaking tutorial.
The final component of speech recognition training consisted of teaching basic
punctuation, capitalization, and navigation procedures. Because punctuation,
capitalization, and navigation occur hands-free, it is important for participants to
demonstrate these commands effectively. The researcher taught the students the
following punctuation commands: period, question mark, exclamation mark, comma,
semicolon, colon, and dash. Although Dragon NaturallySpeaking capitalizes the first
letter of a sentence and proper nouns, other words may need to be capitalized (e.g., title
of a book). Therefore, the participants were taught capitalization commands. The
researcher also taught the students the following navigation commands: new line, new
paragraph, and tab. Due to the cognitive load of memorizing commands, as discussed by
Koester (2001), the students had a list of commands available next to the computer that
they could reference while dictating their draft.
Students were required to demonstrate competency using Dragon
NaturallySpeaking software. They had to meet 100% accuracy for three consecutive trials
in a session on the designated skills before they could move on to intervention. As seen in
Appendix A, a protocol for training was developed. Its purpose was to ensure procedural
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integrity. The protocol was set up in a checklist format and clearly defined each step the
researcher took when conducting training sessions.
Intervention: writing sessions. Writing sessions consisted of first-draft writing.
The students were instructed to type a short passage about a general, familiar topic using
either word processing or speech recognition. The first-draft writing passage was selected
so the students would not have to concern themselves with the writing process or what
they were going to write about; rather, they could concentrate on composing processes
such as typing (word processing) and clearly dictating (speech recognition). This has
implications for working memory. Like decoding and comprehending at the same time,
composing and transcribing imposes a great deal of strain on working memory. It is
difficult to remember thoughts when transcription issues are consuming the resources of
working memory (Bourdin & Fayol, 2000). Also, stopping to correct errors while
composing can place additional strain on working memory (Kellogg, 1996).
At the beginning of each session, students set up all of the materials necessary to
write (e.g., turn on computer, open programs). The students set up materials first in order
to decrease interference in the writing so that everything was prepared when they were
ready to type. During individual sessions, participants were provided with a choice of
writing topics from their list (e.g., dogs). Once the writing topic was chosen, the
researcher discussed the topic with the participants and had them write some words or
phrases depicting key ideas of what they were planning to compose. This is supported by
Reece and Cumming (1996) who discussed the need of having an outline prior to having
a draft to decrease working memory load. Written notes could be completed by
handwriting or keyboarding and were printed out and displayed for the students to refer
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to when they began the actual writing task. Additionally, a list of navigation and
punctuation commands were posted next to each participant’s computer for reference in
order to prevent possible memory-related issues.
Participants spent approximately five minutes brainstorming, writing notes, and
rehearsing their responses to the topic. Planning is an important step because it can
potentially eliminate pauses and ensure that there will be a continuous flow so the
students will not have to stop to think about what they will be writing. Most students
concentrate on getting their thoughts down on paper when writing a draft and then go
back later to make changes (Honeycutt, 2003). Aligning with this method of draft
writing, students were told to write and correct later. Also for the purposes of this study,
it was important to obtain a true measure of fluency and to analyze the errors the
participants made. If the participants corrected as they composed, it would have been
impossible to determine a true measure of fluency and to determine specific word errors.
Therefore, participants were instructed not to correct mistakes as they composed using
both speech recognition and word processing. Students also were not taught the
correction commands for Dragon NaturallySpeaking during the time of the study to
eliminate this from occurring. Students also were observed while using the word
processing condition to monitor that corrections were not made while being timed. If
corrections were made during word processing or speech recognition use, the researcher
documented their occurrence on the procedural fidelity checklist (See Appendix A).
After planning was complete, the students were instructed to write on the given
topic. The researcher timed the students for three minutes. The time began when the
student pressed the first key or spoke the first word. At the end of three minutes, the
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student was directed to stop composing and draw a line under the written work. The
student then had the opportunity to complete the draft with as much additional time as
necessary. The researcher continued to time the writing session through the student’s
completion of writing. This method of timing is consistent with research conducted by
Lewis et al (1998) on draft writing using various AT tools, where they had the students
initially write for three minutes, then draw a line and continue writing until the students
wanted to stop. In this study, when the draft was complete, the students immediately were
asked to re-read what they had written. When word processing, the students’ drafts were
checked for any discrepancies between what was spoken and what was written. The same
occurred for the speech recognition treatment, providing the opportunity for the student
to point out word substitutions or other word errors. This allowed the researcher to
determine whether the students were able to remember what they initially meant when
the speech recognition put in unintended words or made other errors. It was documented
whether the students were able to recall the error or what they meant to say immediately,
with a delay in recall of the error or what they meant to say, differently than they stated it
but without changing the meaning, or were not able to identify the error at all or know
what they meant. Koester (2001) noted the importance of this, stating, “one drawback,
especially when recognition accuracy is not above 95%, is that risk of forgetting the
original intent when there is a significant time delay between when the error occurred and
when it is identified” (p. 124).
For increased data collection accuracy, the students were audio taped when
composing using speech recognition software. Audio taping also occurred when students
reread their paragraphs in order to point out corrections in word processing and speech
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recognition. The researcher analyzed the first three minutes of the product for fluency,
accuracy, type of word errors, recall of intended meaning, and length. The researcher
then analyzed the audio tapes for discrepancies between what the students actually said
and what the speech recognition software wrote for the first three minutes, as well as
discrepancies between what the students wrote using word processing and what they read
back during the first three minutes.
Finally, after the session was complete, and before the next speech recognition
session occurred, the researcher guided the participants in correcting the mistakes that
speech recognition made. The researcher assisted participants in using voice commands
to select the errors and to replace the errors with the correct words. Also, if there were
word omissions, the participants were guided in inserting the omitted words into the
document. This helped not only to create a correct document, but also to allow updates to
be made to voice files. Although this was not an official part of the study, it was
important, because if corrections are not made, and voice files are not updated to reflect
the words that the student dictated that the program misrecognized, the accuracy of the
speech recognition program will not be able to improve. Because the correction process
can be difficult, requiring knowledge of additional commands that are not necessary in
the draft-writing phase, the researcher assisted the students in making the corrections.
Data Collection
Data were collected during each session from permanent products on writing
fluency (wcpm). Data were collected in the following manner. In order to calculate
writing fluency, the permanent product of the writing session was assessed. As described
in the Operational Definitions section, writing fluency is defined as the number of correct
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words produced in one minute. The character count tool on Microsoft Word was used in
order to count the number of characters (including spaces) in the passage. To calculate
fluency, incorrect words were removed from the writing sample, obtaining the character
count, and were then divided by 5 (to get the number of correct words). Next, this
number was divided by the number of minutes (three) to obtain the rate (wcpm). Once
writing fluency was calculated and documented on the data sheet (see Appendix B), it
was plotted on the graph for visual inspection and analysis.
In addition to fluency, accuracy also was calculated. The total number of word
errors was subtracted from the total number of words produced and then divided by the
total number of words produced. The number of total words produced was provided by
the word count tool on Microsoft Word. Accuracy was then documented on the data sheet
and plotted on the graph for visual inspection and analysis. Once the accuracy was
determined, the length of the document was noted on the data sheets. Word errors were
coded based on the type of error (see Appendix B). Again, word errors were defined as
spelling errors, substituted incorrect word(s), additional unintended word(s), omission of
a word, and command errors (see Table 2). The type of word error was coded on the data
collection sheet based on the following categories: S = spelling error; I = substituted
incorrect (unintentional) words; A = additional unintended word; O = omission of a
word; C = command error. Finally, recall of intended meaning was coded and
documented on the data sheet.
Research Design
An alternating treatments design (Barlow & Hayes, 1979) was used to compare
word processing with speech recognition. An alternating treatments design was chosen
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Table 2
Coding for Word Errors across Word Processing and Speech Recognition
Word Processing Error

Speech Recognition Error

S

Spelling/Keyboarding
WORD Error

I

Substituted Incorrect
word(s)

K

Keypress Error (extra characters
not associated with a word)

A

Additional unintentional
(didn’t say it but the
program wrote it
OR environmental sound,
stutter, or extraneous sound
(ie., thinking sound, um,
sneeze, etc.))

I

Substituted incorrect word(s)

O

Omission of a word (said it
but the program didn’t write
it)

C

Command Error

because of the ability to compare two different conditions clearly. In this case, two
independent variables, speech recognition software and word processing were compared.
Because motor patterns of individuals with physical disabilities can be erratic due
to many factors such as fatigue, motor control, and environmental influences (Heller &
Swinehart-Jones, 2003), it is potentially difficult to reach stability with motor response
behaviors, such as composition rate. Poling, Methot, and LeSage (1995) indicated that an
advantage of using an alternating treatments design over a multiple-baseline design or
withdrawal design is that when behaviors are potentially highly variable, phase changes
might not be appropriate. Additionally, Poling et al. stated,
With the alternating-treatments design, conditions change regardless of the
subject’s behavior, and a comparison can legitimately be made between
performance in two conditions (e.g., treatment and baseline) even though
the target behavior improves or worsens during each. So long as behavior
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is consistently and appreciably better (or worse) during treatment than
during baseline, variability across time does not preclude making a gross
statement about the effects of the treatment. (p. 96)
The presentation of the use of word processing and speech recognition was
counterbalanced and presented in random order. For example, a rotation such as A B A A
B A B B A B, with A representing word processing and B representing speech
recognition, was used (Alberto & Troutman, 2006). This phase continued until a clear
fractionation of the data was seen in the area of fluency, within a minimum of 10 sessions
and a maximum of 20 sessions.
In addition to the alternating treatments phase, a replication phase was added.
Alberto and Troutman (2006) discussed that an alternating treatments phase does not
include a replication phase and is therefore relatively weak. The replication phase
consisted of using the more effective treatment with the less effective treatment’s writing
topic area. The writing topics were general enough that when asked to write about them
in the replication phase, although the prompt was the same, the content could be
different. The replication phase continued for two sessions.
Data Analysis
Data were analyzed through visual inspection of the graph in terms of
fractionation between the effects of word processing use and speech recognition use on
fluency and accuracy. Fractionation is defined as vertical separation between the two
writing conditions (Poling et al., 1995). For fluency, when one condition is vertically
higher than the other for three consecutive data points, it would be determined that the
condition is more effective for fluency.
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Accuracy was calculated for each session, and an examination of the accuracy
(percent correct) between independent variables occurred. This included session-bysession comparisons, as well as ranges and means. Errors also were graphed for visual
inspection. In addition, specific types of errors were coded and were analyzed based on
frequency of the specific types of errors made. Finally, recall of intended meaning was
coded and analyzed based on frequency and type of recall (immediate, delayed, different
or incorrect/no recall).
Reliability, Procedural Fidelity, and Social Validity
Interobserver reliability (IOR). IOR was calculated in 20% of the sessions for
both word processing and speech recognition use and in 50% of the replication sessions.
Another adult with experience with individuals with physical disabilities and assistive
technology was trained and served as the second observer. The second observer
calculated fluency, accuracy, and length and checked the list of errors against the written
product to ensure that all errors were found. IOR was calculated as (the number of
agreements divided by the number of agreements plus disagreements) times 100.
Number of agreements
IOR = _____________________________________

x 100

Number of agreements plus disagreements
Procedural fidelity. As seen in Appendix A, a protocol for the writing sessions
was developed. Its purpose was to ensure procedural integrity. The protocol was set up in
a checklist format and clearly defined each step the researcher was to take when
conducting writing sessions. Procedural fidelity checklists for training and writing
sessions were followed 100% of the time by the researcher in order to ensure that the
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procedures were carried out in a consistent manner. The researcher trained an adult in the
classroom on the treatment integrity and procedures and the checklist and checked it 20%
of the time in conjunction with the other observer to ensure that the researcher was
following the outlined procedures.
Social validity. Social validity was assessed through a post-treatment
questionnaire with the participants. The questionnaire consisted of questions assessing
the participants’ perceptions of the use of speech recognition software and word
processing as well as their perceptions about writing and composition in school.
Additionally, after the social validity questionnaire was given, participants were asked to
respond to a writing prompt related directly to their participation in the study and their
feelings about speech recognition. They were given the choice of responding via
handwriting, word processing, or speech recognition.
Results
The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of word processing
compared to speech recognition software across the five dependent variables of (a)
writing fluency, (b) accuracy, (c) type of word error, (d) recall of intended meaning, and
(e) length of the document. The results demonstrated that all five students involved in the
study were able to use speech recognition software for writing draft papers.
As seen in Figure 1, all five students had higher writing fluency rates (as
calculated by wcpm) using speech recognition software compared to word processing. In
terms of errors, all five students had higher accuracy rates and lower error rates using
word processing (see Figure 2). Out of three different word error types (spelling/
keyboarding word errors, keypress errors, and substituted incorrect words), the
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Figure 1. Writing fluency across participants.
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Figure 1 continued. Writing fluency across participants.
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Figure 2. Accuracy across participants.
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Figure 2 continued. Accuracy across participants.
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data showing word processing accuracy can not be considered a true measure of
accuracy, unlike the other participants.
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most common type of word error using word processing were spelling/keyboarding
errors. Out of four types of errors for speech recognition (substituted incorrect word(s),
additional unintended words, omissions, and command errors), the most common type of
word error using speech recognition was substituted incorrect words (see Table 3). The
students’ abilities to recall intended meaning varied across students and treatments. In
terms of length, all students wrote longer drafts using speech recognition software (see
Figure 3). Individual results are reported for each participant.
Ann
Writing fluency (wcpm). As seen in Figure 1, Ann had a clear bifurcation of the
data, with a higher fluency rate (as determined by words correct per minute) using speech
recognition software compared to word processing. There were no overlapping data
points between the two treatments. Throughout the five speech recognition sessions,
Ann’s writing fluency ranged from 24.1 wcpm to 37.2 wcpm, with an average of 30.4
wcpm. Throughout the five word processing sessions, Ann’s writing fluency ranged from
5.5 wcpm to 8.9 wcpm, with a mean of 7.5 wcpm. For Ann, speech recognition improved
her writing fluency an average of 22.9 wcpm.
Replication of the most successful treatment occurred for two sessions. This
replication used speech recognition. Ann wrote about two topics that she had written
about in previous word processing sessions. The effective treatment replication showed
similar writing fluency rates.
Accuracy and word error type. As seen in Figure 2, Ann’s accuracy was higher
using word processing. Ann’s accuracy using speech recognition ranged from 68.0% to
83.5%, with an average of 72.6%. Word processing accuracy ranged from 86.4 % to
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Table 3
Percent of Word Errors across All Words
Ann

Beau

Cady

Dana

Emma

Word Processing
Accuracy
93.9%
88.0%
91.3%
96.3%
93.8%
Errors
6.1%
12.0%
8.7%
3.7%
6.2%
Error type S
6.1%
6.9%
8.4%
3.7%
6.2%
Error type K
0%
4.6%
0%
0%
0%
Error type I
0%
.6%
.3%
0%
0%
Recall Imm
4.4%
11.4%
8.7%
3.6%
6.2%
Recall Del
1.7%
0%
0%
.1%
0%
Recall Diff
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
Recall X
0%
.6%
0%
0%
0%
Speech Recognition
Accuracy
72.6%
74.2%
79.9%
92.5%
88.3%
Errors
27.4%
25.8%
20.1%
7.5%
11.7%
Error type I
23.1%
18.3%
15.8%
5.5%
9.6%
Error type A
3.2%
5.2%
1.0%
5.8%
1.5%
Error type O
.6%
1.1%
1.4%
1.0%
.6%
Error type C
.6%
1.1%
1.8%
.3%
.1%
Recall Imm
11.4%
16.3%
15.1%
6.5%
8.5%
Recall Del
3.7%
2.6%
2.2%
.5%
1.0%
Recall Diff
2.9%
4.0%
1.0%
.1%
1.0%
Recall X
9.4%
2.9%
1.8%
.5%
1.2%
Replication
Accuracy
66.1%
72.4%
86.5%
92.9%
86.5%
Errors
33.9%
27.6%
13.5%
7.1%
13.5%
Error type I
26.7%
20.9%
7.8%
5.8%
11.8%
Error type A
2.9%
4.6%
1.6%
0%
.8%
Error type O
.7%
1.0%
0%
.9%
.9%
Error type C
3.6%
1.0%
4.2%
.4%
0%
Recall Imm
7.2%
16.9%
8.8%
5.3%
9.7%
Recall Del
3.6%
3.1%
.5%
1.3%
1.9%
Recall Diff
3.6%
4.1%
3.6%
.4%
1.5%
Recall X
19.5%
3.6%
.5%
0%
.4%
Note: For word processing, S = Spelling/Keyboarding Error; K = Keypress Error; I =
Substituted incorrect word(s). For speech recognition, I = Substituted Incorrect Word; A
= Additional unintended word; O = Omission of a word; C = Command error. For Recall
of intended meaning, Imm = Able to recall the error immediately; Del = Able to recall the
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error after delay; Diff = Read differently without changing meaning; X = Incorrect
(changed meaning) or no recall.
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Figure 3. Length across participants.
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Figure 3 continued. Length across participants.
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100% over the five sessions with a mean of 93.9%. Accuracy was higher when using
word processing by an average of 21.3%. Effective treatment replication resulted in a
lower accuracy average (66.1% in replication compared to 72.6% in intervention).
Ann’s error rate was 27.4% for speech recognition. As seen in Table 3, for speech
recognition, 23.1% of her draft consisted of incorrect word errors. The incorrect word
error category had the highest percentage of errors across all error types. The second
highest category of errors was additional unintended words at 3.2%. The other error
types, omissions and command errors, were both at .6%.
In addition to examining the percentage of errors occurring in the draft, the
percentage of each type of error was also calculated (in which errors add up to 100%).
Ann had a total of 7 spelling/keyboarding word errors across the five word processing
sessions. Number of word errors ranged from 0 to 3 errors. Ann had no keypress errors
and no substituted incorrect word errors. Therefore, 100% of her errors were spelling or
keyboarding errors. Out of all of the errors across the five speech recognition sessions,
84.4% of them were substituted incorrect word(s), 11.5% were additional unintended
words, 2.1% were omissions, and 2.1% were command errors. Effective treatment
replication showed slightly fewer substituted incorrect words and additional unintended
words and an increase in command errors.
Recall of intended meaning. Ann was able to recall immediately her intended
meaning using word processing 71.4% of the time. She had delayed recall 28.6% of the
time. There were no instances where she recalled her word processing draft differently,
incorrectly, or not at all. When recalling intended meaning using speech recognition, Ann
was able to recall 41.7% of the errors immediately, 13.5% of the errors with delayed
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recall, 10.4% of the errors differently, and was not able to recall 34.4% of the errors
correctly or at all. In terms of recall of intended meaning when using word processing,
effective treatment replication showed a decrease in immediate and delayed recall and an
increase in incorrect or no recall. Different recall remained about the same.
Length. As seen in Figure 3, Ann wrote longer drafts using speech recognition
software. Using speech recognition, the length of Ann’s drafts ranged from 107.2 words
to 159.4 words, with an average of 124.3 words per draft. Length of the drafts for word
processing ranged from 21.4 words in length to 28.8 words, with an average of 24.8
words. Ann’s draft was longer when she used speech recognition software by an average
of 99.5 words. Effective treatment replication showed that Ann’s length was within the
intervention ranges.
Beau
Writing fluency (wcpm). As seen in Figure 1, Beau had a clear bifurcation of the
data with a higher fluency rate using speech recognition over word processing. Further
examination of the graph shows no overlapping data between the two treatments, and an
upward trend in the data is present under the speech recognition treatment.
In the speech recognition treatment, writing fluency ranged from 23.5 wcpm to
35.0 wcpm, with an average of 27.8 wcpm as compared to the word processing treatment
range of 3.2 wcpm to 8.1 wcpm, with a mean of 6.0 wcpm. For Beau speech recognition
improved his writing fluency an average of 21.8 wcpm. During effective treatment
replication, similar high writing fluency rates were found, with the final session being the
highest.
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Accuracy and word error type. As seen in Figure 2, Beau had a higher accuracy
rate under the word processing treatment. One hundred percent of the sessions were
higher for accuracy under the word processing treatment. In the word processing
treatment, accuracy ranged from 81.3% to 94.1% over the five sessions with a mean of
88.0%. In the speech recognition treatment, his accuracy ranged from 62.9% to 80.6%,
with an average of 74.2%. Accuracy was better when using word processing by an
average of 13.8%. The effective treatment replication of speech recognition for accuracy
showed that it was in the same range as the intervention data (72.5% and 72.3%), with
the replication being 1.8% lower than intervention.
Beau’s error rate was 25.8% for speech recognition. As seen in Table 3, for
speech recognition, 18.3% of his draft consisted of incorrect word errors. The incorrect
word error category had the highest percentage of errors across all error types. The
second highest category of errors was additional unintended words at 5.2%. The other
error types, omissions and command errors, were both at 1.1%.
The percentage of each type of error was also calculated (in which errors add up
to 100%). Types of errors were calculated across the five word processing sessions, and
Beau had a total of 57.1% spelling/keyboarding errors, 38.1% keypress errors, and 4.8%
substituted incorrect words. Keypress errors were made often by holding a key down and
getting a repeated key error. When calculating types of word errors across the five speech
recognition sessions, Beau had 71.1% substituted incorrect word(s) errors, 20.0%
additional unintended word errors, 4.4% omission errors, and 4.4% command errors. In
the effective treatment replication phase, using speech recognition, Beau’s word error
types were similar to those in the intervention phase.
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Recall of intended meaning. Beau was able to recall immediately the intended
meaning using word processing 95.2% of the time, and could not recall the intended
meaning at all 4.8% of the time. Using speech recognition, Beau was able to recall 63.3%
of the errors immediately, 10.0% of the errors with a delay, 15.6% of the errors
differently, and was not able to recall 11.1% of the errors correctly or at all. During the
effective treatment replication, Beau was able to recall intended meaning about the same
as in the intervention phase.
Length. As seen in Figure 3, Beau clearly wrote more words in his draft under the
speech recognition condition than in the word processing condition. There is a clear
bifurcation of the data. In the speech recognition sessions, the length of his drafts ranged
from 91.2 words to 135.0 words, with an average of 113.4 words. In the word processing
sessions, length ranged from 15.2 words to 32.0 words, with an average of 22.8 words
over the five word processing sessions. Beau’s draft was longer by an average of 90.6
words when he used speech recognition software. His treatment replication phase showed
longer drafts than the intervention phase.
Cady
Writing fluency (wcpm). As seen in Figure 1, there was clear bifurcation of
Cady’s data when comparing word processing sessions to speech recognition sessions,
with speech recognition having higher writing fluency. There was no overlap of the data
throughout the 10 sessions for writing fluency.
In the five speech recognition sessions, Cady’s writing fluency ranged from 31.4
wcpm in session 2 (first speech recognition session) to 42.6 wcpm in session 10 (last
speech recognition session), for an average of 37.1 wcpm. Her writing fluency improved
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every session. In the five word processing sessions, Cady’s writing fluency ranged from
13.1 wcpm in the first session to 21.0 wcpm in session four (third word processing
session), with a mean of 18.0 wcpm. The results for Cady indicated that her writing
fluency was higher when using speech recognition software than when writing with word
processing by an average of 19.1 wcpm. Effective treatment replication showed that
writing fluency was within the same range of the speech recognition intervention data.
Accuracy and word error type. As seen in Figure 2, there was clear bifurcation of
the data, showing that Cady’s accuracy was higher when she used word processing
compared to speech recognition. Cady’s accuracy with word processing was 91.3%. Her
accuracy in the speech recognition treatment decreased every session, ranging from
83.2% in session 2 to 74.0% in session 10, with an average of 79.9%. Accuracy was
better when using word processing by an average of 11.4%. In the effective treatment
replication phase, Cady’s speech recognition accuracy improved to 86.5%.
Cady’s error rate was 20.1% for speech recognition. As seen in Table 3, for
speech recognition, 15.8% of her draft consisted of incorrect word errors. The incorrect
word error category had the highest percentage of errors across all error types. The
second highest category of errors was command errors at 1.8%. Omissions errors
accounted for 1.4% of the draft while additional unintended word errors accounted for
1.0% of the draft.
The percentage of each type of error was also calculated (in which errors add up
to 100%). For word processing, her accuracy ranged from 73.2% (session 1) to 98.4%
(9th/last word processing session). Spelling/keyboarding word errors accounted for 96.8%
of all word processing errors. Of the total errors, only one of them was a substituted
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incorrect word (3.2%). Throughout the speech recognition sessions, 78.6% of the errors
were substituted incorrect word(s). Additional unintended words accounted for 5.1% of
all errors. Omissions were 7.1%, and command errors were 9.2%. Effective treatment
replication showed that her accuracy was higher during replication than in intervention.
Recall of intended meaning. When recalling intended meaning with word
processing, Cady was able to recall 100% of the errors with immediate recall. With
speech recognition, Cady was able to recall 75% of the errors immediately, 11% with
delayed recall, 5% differently, and was not able to recall 9% of the errors correctly or at
all.
Length. As seen in Figure 3, there is clear bifurcation of the data for length, and
drafts were longer when Cady used speech recognition. Using speech recognition, her
length ranged from 112.4 words to 178.0 words, with an average of 142.1 words. When
using word processing, her mean length was 62.4 words, with a range from 58.6 to 70.2
words. Her drafts were longer when using speech recognition software by an average of
79.7 words. Effective treatment replication showed that length was within the same range
as in intervention.
Dana
Dana wrote a total of 20 sessions, with two additional replication sessions. It was
necessary to continue beyond 10 sessions because clear bifurcation of the wcpm data did
not occur in the first 10 sessions.
Writing fluency (wcpm). As seen in Figure 1, by the end of the intervention, there
was clear bifurcation of the data. Dana started off with a faster writing fluency rate when
using word processing. During the course of the study, however, speech recognition
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became more effective for writing fluency than word processing. Overlap occurred in
10% of the sessions, and in 70% of the sessions, speech recognition writing fluency was
higher than that of word processing, while 20% were lower.
In the speech recognition treatment, writing fluency ranged from 19.5 wcpm to
52.1 wcpm with an average of 36.6 wcpm, as compared to the word processing treatment
of 23.1 wcpm to 30.4 wcpm, with a mean of 28.0 wcpm. For Dana speech recognition
improved her writing fluency an average of 8.6 wcpm.
During effective treatment replication, similar high writing fluency rates of 37.9
wcpm and 40.3 wcpm, for an average of 39.1 wcpm, were found. When comparing the
replication sessions with the intervention sessions, Dana’s wcpm average was higher in
the replication sessions by an average of 2.5 wcpm.
Accuracy and word error type. As seen in Figure 2, Dana had a slightly higher
average accuracy rate under the word processing treatment. When using word processing,
Dana’s accuracy ranged from 81.5% to 100%, with an average of 96.3%. When using
speech recognition, Dana’s accuracy ranged from 82.5% to 98.0%, with an average of
92.5%. Accuracy was better in the word processing treatment by an average of 3.8 %.
Throughout the intervention phase, Dana was the only student who persisted in correcting
errors as she typed. Beginning in session 17, she decreased doing this, which resulted in a
decrease in accuracy for word processing. Prior to Session 17, four probes were taken on
the number of words on which she was making self corrections. She was self correcting
an average of 13.4% with a range of 10.5% to 15.9%. Although the researcher
continually attempted to have her stop correcting her work for consistency in the study
and reminded her before every session not to correct, as verified by the procedural
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integrity checklist, Dana persisted, and it was not until session 17 that she decreased the
self corrections. Data on the number of words she corrected were taken every session
after that point. After session 17, she decreased her self corrections to an average of
5.9%, with a range of 3.2% to 8.4%.
Dana’s error rate was 7.5% for speech recognition. As seen in Table 3, for speech
recognition, 5.8% of her draft consisted of additional unintended word errors. The
additional unintended word error category had the highest percentage of errors across all
error types. The second highest category of errors was incorrect word errors at 5.5%. The
other error types, omissions and command errors, were at 1.0% and 0.3%, respectively.
In addition to examining the percentage of errors occurring in the draft, the
percentage of each type of error was also calculated (in which errors add up to 100%).
Across the 10 word processing sessions, Dana had no keypress errors and no substituted
incorrect word errors. Therefore, 100% of her errors were spelling or keyboarding errors.
When calculating types of word errors in the speech recognition treatment, out of all of
the errors, Dana had 73.8% substituted incorrect word(s) errors, 7.7% additional
unintended word errors, 13.8% omission errors, and 4.6% command errors. In the
replication phase, Dana’s accuracy was 95.1% and 90.7%, for an average of 92.9%. This
was within the range of her accuracy during the alternating treatments but was higher in
the replication session by an average of 4.0%.
Recall of intended meaning. In terms of recall of intended meaning for word
processing, Dana was able to recall immediately intended meaning 96.7% of the time.
The one time she could not recall it immediately (3.3%), she stumbled over the re-read
and therefore had delayed recall. There were no instances where she recalled her word
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processing draft differently, incorrectly, or not at all. For recall of intended meaning for
speech recognition, Dana was able to recall 86.2% of the errors immediately, 6.2% of the
errors with delayed recall, 1.5% of the errors differently, and was not able to recall 6.2%
of the errors at all.
During effective treatment replication, Dana was able to recall 12 out of the 16
errors with immediate recall (75%), 3 with delayed recall (18.8%), 1 differently (6.3%),
and had no instances of not being able to recall the error correctly or at all (0%). When
recalling intended meaning, Dana was able to recall 11.2% more errors immediately in
the speech recognition intervention sessions, 12.6% more errors with delayed recall in the
replication sessions, 4.8% more errors differently in the replication sessions, and 6.2%
more no or incorrect recall in the speech recognition intervention sessions.
Length. As seen in Figure 3, as with writing fluency, Dana started out writing
more words in her draft with word processing. The first two speech recognition sessions,
Dana wrote less using speech recognition software. However, as the study progressed,
there was a clear bifurcation of the data with Dana writing more using speech recognition
than using word processing starting with session 7, she wrote faster using speech
recognition. Starting with session 10, her length increased to 129.6 words, and she started
writing over 100 words consistently using speech recognition. Over the 10 speech
recognition sessions, length ranged from 66.4 words to 169.4 words, with a mean of
145.4 words. Over the 10 word processing sessions, length ranged from 77.4 words to
93.4 words, with an average of 88.2 words. During effective treatment replication using
speech recognition, her length was 119.4 words, and 134.8 words, for an average of 127.1
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words. Therefore, her length was higher in the intervention sessions by an average of
18.3 words.
Emma
Writing fluency (wcpm). As seen in Figure 1, there was clear bifurcation of the
data, and writing fluency was higher for speech recognition. Please note the scale change
in Emma’s graph due to her high writing fluency. There was no overlap across
treatments. Across the five speech recognition sessions, Emma’s writing fluency ranged
from 104.5 wcpm to 132.1 wcpm, with a mean of 112.7 wcpm. Emma had the highest
writing fluency of all of the participants. Emma’s writing fluency in the five word
processing sessions ranged from 42.6 wcpm to 53.1 wcpm, with an average of 48.0
wcpm. Overall, the results for Emma indicated that her writing fluency dictating with
speech recognition was significantly higher than typing with word processing, with a 64.7
wcpm difference between the independent variables. Effective treatment replication
showed that Emma’s writing fluency was within the same range as in intervention.
Accuracy and word error type. As seen in Figure 2, there was clear bifurcation of
the data, and accuracy for word processing was higher than for speech recognition.
Emma’s accuracy with word processing ranged from 92.6% to 95.5% with a mean of
93.8%. Emma’s accuracy using speech recognition was very consistent, ranging from
88.2% to 89.6%, with an average of 88.3%. Her accuracy was lower when using speech
recognition, by 5.5% when compared to word processing. Effective treatment replication
showed that Emma’s accuracy was within the same range as in intervention.
Emma’s error rate was 11.7% for speech recognition. As seen in Table 3, for
speech recognition, 9.6% of her draft consisted of incorrect word errors. The incorrect
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word error category had the highest percentage of errors across all error types. The
second highest category of errors was additional unintended words at 1.5%. The other
error types, omissions and command errors, were 0.6% and 0.1% respectively
In addition to examining the percentage of errors occurring in the draft, the
percentage of each type of error was also calculated (in which errors add up to 100%).Out
of all of Emma’s word errors in word processing, 100% of them were spelling/
keyboarding errors. When analyzing errors across all five speech recognition sessions,
81.7% of them were substituted incorrect word(s), 12.8% were additional unintended
words (12.8%), 4.9% were omissions, and 0.6% were command errors.
Recall of intended meaning. Emma was able to recognize 100% of the word errors
in word processing with immediate recall. When using speech recognition, Emma was
able to recall 72.4% of the errors immediately, 8.6% with delayed recall, 8.6% differently
than dictated, and was not able to recall 10.4% correctly or at all.
Length. As seen in Figure 3, there was clear bifurcation of the data, and length
was higher for speech recognition. Again, note the scale change in Emma’s graph due to
her high length. The length of the drafts written with speech recognition ranged from
359.6 words to 444.0 words, with an average of 380.9 words. The length of her draft
using word processing ranged from 139.4 words to 170.6 words, with an average of 155.0
words. Length was higher for speech recognition, by 225.9 words compared to word
processing.
IOR and Procedural Fidelity
Inter-observer reliability was calculated in 20% of all word processing and speech
recognition sessions for each participant. IOR was calculated for fluency, accuracy, and
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length. In addition, the second observer compared the word error lists to the writing
samples in order to verify that all errors had been recorded. The results of the IOR
indicate an agreement range of 98.7% to 100% for fluency, accuracy, and length.
In addition to IOR, the Procedural Fidelity Checklist was filled out by the
researcher in 100% of the sessions. In 20% of the sessions, a second observer checked to
ensure that the researcher was following the checklist. The results indicated that the
researcher followed all steps of the Procedural Fidelity Checklist 93% of the time. In 7%
of the sessions, although all of the steps were followed, they were either followed out of
order for various reasons, or there was a brief delay during the session due to a classroom
interruption, announcements, class change, or other uncontrollable school-related event.
Additionally, the second observer was in agreement with the researcher on the checklist
100% of the time.
Social Validity
A social validity survey was given to each participant upon completion of the
second replication session. The survey was in the form of a questionnaire and included
multiple choice items with a Likert scale as well as open-ended items. Additionally, each
participant was given the opportunity to complete one final writing prompt that stated,
“Think about your experiences using speech recognition software. Let me know what you
thought about using it, what you liked about it, what you didn’t like about it, if you
thought it was easy or hard, if you think you’ll use it again, how you felt about the
training, how you felt about making corrections, and if you’d recommend it to others.
Write a paragraph (or more if you’d like) about your experiences using speech
recognition software.”
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Results of the social validity information, displayed in Table 4, indicated that all
students liked using speech recognition software and agreed that speech recognition
helped them produce their work faster. In terms of accuracy of work, four of the students
indicated that when compared to word processing, their work had fewer errors when they
used speech recognition, and one student said that the work had the same amount of
errors.
Four of the students indicated that speech recognition training was very easy or
easy. One student indicated that it was hard. All students agreed that speech recognition
recognized most of what they said. They all agreed that making corrections was easy and
only took a little time. In terms of frustration, four of the participants indicated that
speech recognition was not frustrating, while one student indicated that it was a little
frustrating to use.
In comparison to speech recognition, when asked about using word processing,
four students indicated that they liked using it, while one indicated a strong dislike of
using it. Three students indicated that word processing was not frustrating to use, one
student indicated that it was a little frustrating, and one student indicated that it was very
frustrating to use. Three students indicated that they were not tired after using word
processing, while two indicated that they were a little tired after using it. Four of the
participants found word processing easy to use while one found it very hard to use.
When asked which software the students preferred to use when writing a draft,
one student reported a preference for Microsoft Word, two students said they preferred
Dragon NaturallySpeaking, and three students indicated that they preferred to use both.
When asked which program they thought they would use in the future, one student
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Table 4
Social Validity Questionnaire Frequency Count

1. It is important for me to
produce my work fast.

2. It is important for my work
to be accurate (without
errors).

Frequency
Strongly
Agree
Agree
1
4

Indiff

Disagree

0

0

Strongly
Disagree
0

Strongly
Agree
3

Agree

Indiff

Disagree

2

0

0

Strongly
Disagree
0

A lot
faster
3

A little
faster
2

Same
rate
0

A little
slower
0

A lot
slower
0

4. Using Dragon
NaturallySpeaking, my work
has

A lot
less err
3

A few
less err
1

Same
amt err
1

A few
more err
0

A lot
more err
0

5. Which statement best
describes how you feel
about using speech
recognition software?

Really
Like
3

Like

Indiff

Dislike

2

0

0

Really
Dislike
0

6. Training Dragon
NaturallySpeaking to
recognize my voice was

Very easy

Easy

Hard

1

3

1

Every-thing
I say

Most of
what I say

None of
what I say

0

5

Not much
of what I
say
0

8. Making corrections on
Dragon NaturallySpeaking
was

Very easy
3

Easy
2

Hard
0

Very hard
0

9. Making corrections on
Dragon NaturallySpeaking
took

Not much
time
1

A little
time
4

A lot of
time
0

A whole lot
of time
0

10. Using speech recognition
software is

Very easy
2
Really not

Easy
3
Not

Hard
0
A little

Very hard
0
Very

3. Using Dragon
NaturallySpeaking, I
produce my work

7. Dragon NaturallySpeaking
recognizes

Very
Hard
0

0

11. Using speech recognition
can be
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frustrating
0

frustrating
1

frustrating
3

frustrating
1

Always

Some

Never

1

3

Not very
often
1

13. Using Microsoft Word is

Very easy
2

Easy
2

Hard
0

Very hard
1

14. Which statement best
describes how you feel
about using Microsoft
Word?

Really
Like
0

15. Using Microsoft Word can
be

Really not
frustrating
1

16. When using word
processing, by the end of the
writing session, I am

Really not
tired
1

12. When writing, I will
continue using Dragon
NaturallySpeaking

17. Which do you prefer to use
when writing a draft?

Like

Indiff

Dislike

4

0

0

Really
Dislike
1

Not
frustrating
2

A little
frustrating
1

Very
frustrating
1

Not tired

A little
tired
2

Very Tired

Microsoft Word

1
18. Which program do you think
you’ll use in the future when
writing?

Microsoft Word

1
19. What would you like to tell
others about using speech
recognition software?

0

2

0

Dragon
NaturallySpeaking
2

Both

Dragon
NaturallySpeaking
3

Both

2

1

Ann– When using speech recognition don’t get
frustrated. I really liked working with word processing
and speech recognition software.
Cady – Fun to make up topics.
Dana– Speech recognition software will make work a
lot easier. I would use speech recognition because I
would complete my work quicker and I would have
more time to hang out.
Emma– It certainly is faster than typing as long as you
make an effort to speak clearly and not get frustrated.
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indicated Microsoft Word, three indicated Dragon NaturallySpeaking, and one indicated
both.
Responses to the open-ended question asking for comments included that speech
recognition made work a lot easier, and is not frustrating. One student indicated that “It
certainly is faster than typing as long as you make an effort to speak clearly and not get
frustrated.” Another student wrote, “I would use speech recognition because I would
complete my work quicker and I would have more time to hang out.”
In terms of the final writing prompt, out of the five participants, only three
participants were able to complete the writing task. Beau was not able to complete the
final writing prompt due to a conflict in his academic schedule. Emma was not able to
complete the writing prompt due to an absence because of a college visit. Ann, Cady, and
Dana, however, were able to complete the final writing prompt.
Ann chose to type her final writing prompt using Microsoft Word. She stated that
“My experience with speech recognition was really great. It taught me a whole lot. It kept
on making a lot of mistakes. I felt really good about the training. I would recommend it to
other students in this school. It made me feel really good about myself.”
Cady chose to handwrite her final writing prompt. She stated, “I thought using
speech recognition was fun for the most part. I liked watching what I said come up on the
screen. One thing I didn’t like was sometimes it took a while for it to put the word I am
really saying on to the screen. Using speech recognition was easy. The training is fun.
Making corrections was one of the best parts. I would recommend using this program to
others to make word easier and faster.”
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Dana responded that speech recognition helped her complete work quickly. She
stated, “Since the first session of [speech recognition] training [the software has been]
able to recognize what I’m saying and my writing is legible.” She indicated that things
that were frustrating included that it would say something that it shouldn’t and pick up
things that other people said and spell things incorrectly. She also stated that assignments
did not take as much time as they did with Microsoft Word. Finally, she concluded with
the statement, “I would recommend speech recognition to anybody who can’t use their
hands because of cerebral palsy spinal muscular atrophy, or other physical handicaps.
The only drawback to speech recognition is that people who can’t talk will not be able to
use it.”
Discussion
Because some physical disabilities can affect writing severely, it is necessary to
find ways to increase writing efficiency. The researcher, therefore, set out to determine if
the use of speech recognition software could increase the writing fluency of individuals
with physical disabilities when writing a draft of a paper. This study asked five research
questions. They were:
1. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the fluency rate
as compared to word processing for individuals with physical disabilities in
writing a first draft of a paper?
2. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the writing
accuracy rate compared to word processing for individuals with physical
disabilities?
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3. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the production
of different types of errors compared to errors produced using word processing?
4. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the students’
ability to recall the intended meaning when they begin to identify the errors in
their first draft as compared to word processing? and
5. To what extent does the use of speech recognition software affect the length of the
draft compared to word processing?
The writing fluency data from this study supported the use of speech recognition
software for draft writing of individuals with physical disabilities. The data also
demonstrated that when using speech recognition compared to word processing,
individuals with physical disabilities wrote longer drafts. Accuracy, in terms of percent
correct, however, was lower for all participants when using speech recognition when
compared to word processing. Other factors, such as types of word errors and the
participants’ abilities to recall what they intended to write, despite the errors, were
important analyses that were made in order to determine whether or not speech
recognition software can help individuals with physical disabilities to write.
Fluency
In the area of writing fluency, speech recognition was clearly faster than word
processing for all participants. All participants started with higher fluency using speech
recognition, and it remained higher than word processing throughout all sessions except
for Dana, who started lower with speech recognition but then surpassed her word
processing fluency.
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When examining the increase in fluency between word processing and speech
recognition, the slower typists were able to increase their speech recognition writing
fluency over four times their word processing fluency. Cady and Emma doubled their
writing fluency using speech recognition. It is important to note that Emma was the
fastest typist and was able to go from 48.0 wcpm to 112.7 wcpm using speech
recognition. Although Dana’s mean speech recognition writing fluency was 36.6 wcpm,
which is aligned with Ann, Beau, and Cady, who ranged from 27.8 wcpm to 37.1 wcpm
mean speech recognition fluency, Dana did not have as much of an increase in writing
fluency using speech recognition software. Part of this may be due to the fact that she
dictated much slower using speech recognition in the first several sessions.
Dictation patterns. Another aspect of fluency relates to dictation patterns of
participants. Although the vast majority of the students were dictating in phrases, Dana
began the study dictating one word at a time. As she gained more experience with the
software through the course of the study, she began dictating in short phrases and
sentences. This resulted in her fluency rate consistently being faster than word processing
starting at Session 10.
Dictation patterns were also influenced by students who looked at the screen. All
participants, with the exception of Emma, looked at the screen as their dictated words
appeared, thus monitoring what was written as they dictated. Upon observation, these
students spoke in a choppier pattern, pausing to look at the screen, waiting for the words
to appear on the screen. Conversely, Emma specifically stated that she did not want to
look at the screen in order to avoid becoming distracted by the recognition errors. This
may have allowed Emma to speak at a more rapid rate, since she did not wait for the
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words to appear on the screen like the other participants. In speech recognition software,
it is not unusual for there to be a delay for the words to appear on the screen. However,
the user does not need to wait for the words to appear on the screen before continuing to
dictate because the program will eventually catch up. This tendency for four of the
students to pause while waiting for the program to catch up may have influenced the
fluency rate. It is possible that with more experience using the program and not looking at
the screen that their dictation patterns could become more rapid, resulting in an even
faster fluency rate than they showed in the study.
It is important to note that during the pre-intervention speech recognition training,
all students were taught and were required to practice proper dictation strategies.
However, because they did not have any interaction with the software prior to the study,
with the exception of the tutorial, watching the words appear on the screen while they
were dictating was a new experience and could have been distracting to them, thus
impacting their overall fluency. Future training could include practice sessions with the
researcher coaching the participants on how to maximize their dictation to achieve higher
levels of fluency.
When examining if the fluency rate increased across the study, two of the five
participants showed some increase in fluency using speech recognition. For Dana this
increase may be attributed to the change in her dictation pattern. This possible conclusion
is strengthened by the fact that her error rate stayed fairly constant, hence the increase in
fluency was not due to a decrease in errors. It should also be noted that she had twice as
many sessions, giving her the opportunity to show an increase in fluency across the
sessions. Beau also showed some modest increases in fluency when using speech
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recognition software, which is not attributed to a reduction in errors. The other students
did not demonstrate an increase in fluency from the beginning to the end of the study,
especially when including the replication phase. It is possible if the other students had ten
sessions instead of five using speech recognition software that further gains may have
been seen in fluency. However, that cannot be ascertained in this study.
It is clear that speech recognition software provided a faster means of input for
draft writing for the participants in this study. In the social validity questionnaire, all
participants thought they produced work faster using speech recognition, and they were
correct. Therefore, for individuals with physical disabilities who often have much lower
typing rates than individuals without disabilities, speech recognition was shown, in this
study, to improve fluency rates that greatly improved their rate of input.
Accuracy and Word Errors
In contrast to writing fluency, the accuracy of the drafts for all participants was
higher when using word processing. Speech recognition accuracy ranged across students
from the 62.9% (Beau) to 98.0% (Dana). When looking at speech recognition errors,
almost one-fourth of the words for three participants were errors (27.4%, 25.8%, and
20.1%). Dana had the fewest errors at 7.5%, followed by Emma with 11.7%. The higher
error rates in speech recognition primarily consisted of incorrect words for all participants
except Dana, whose error rate was slightly higher for additional unintended words. The
second highest error type for three of the participants was additional words, in which the
program may have picked an extraneous sound (e.g., sigh, environmental sound) and
typed a word. In Cady’s and Dana’s case, the second highest error type was command
errors and incorrect words respectively. These speech recognition error rates are in
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contrast to very low error rates using word processing by four of the participants (ranging
from 3.7% to 8.7%) in which the errors were almost exclusively spelling/keyboarding
errors. The exception was Beau, who in addition to having spelling/keyboarding errors
also had keypress errors where he held down a key, getting a repeated key error. His error
rate was 12.0% with word processing.
The high error rate when using speech recognition may be attributed partially to
the quality of the students’ dictation and voice quality. Some students spoke more clearly
than others, and although they practiced dictation prior to intervention, some could have
possibly benefited from more practice. When training speech recognition software, all
participants created their voice files by reading two passages. For some participants, such
as Ann and Beau, training was difficult. Ann’s voice had a nasal quality to it, and she had
to dictate one word at a time in the first few paragraphs of the first training passage
before the software sufficiently recognized her voice. Also, she tended to breathe heavily
into the microphone, creating additional unintended words in some instances. During
training and intervention, Beau was only able to dictate a few words at a time due to
breath issues. As he dictated, his voice tapered off toward the end of the phrase that he
was saying. These qualities of his voice are related to his disability, Muscular Dystrophy.
In future studies, if accuracy is low, the individual should consider conducting additional
training by reading more training passages.
The MDVP (Kay Elemetrics) recording analyses indicated that voice quality for
all students was abnormal. It is felt that the abnormality was due to the recording
environment (public school with normal background noise) and the recording device
(which was thought to be insufficient). Instead of concluding that there was a generalized
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abnormality in all students’ voices, it is more likely that the researcher was unable to
obtain a true measure of voice quality due to the background noise and the recording
device. With this said, however, the analysis did indicate abnormalities for all
participants in the area of vAM, which is a measure of amplitude variation. Cady’s voice
measured abnormal in most areas.
Corrections. With speech recognition software, recognition accuracy can improve
as individuals use the program more. Dana’s accuracy, in the first two speech recognition
sessions, was 82.5% and 83.1%. After that time, the rest of her accuracy was 90% and
higher. The other students’ accuracy did not show an increase, possibly due to the fewer
sessions these students had using speech recognition.
In order for the speech recognition program to improve its accuracy with an
individual student, the student needs to correct the errors so the software can learn the
student’s voice. In order to accomplish this, after dictating their passages using voice
commands, students corrected their errors. Between sessions, participants were required,
with the help of the researcher, to make corrections to their drafts using voice commands.
The reason that this was required was because as long as the user makes corrections with
voice commands, the mistakes are updated and the program learns what the user meant to
say and therefore correctly updates the voice files. For some, making the corrections was
extremely difficult because the program put another error in the document instead of
recognizing the student’s correction command. When the program did not recognize the
student’s voice correctly when making corrections, the student was unable to correct with
voice commands. If corrections are not made with voice commands, the program may
continue making the same errors until the user teaches it otherwise. Participants who
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experienced some difficulty making corrections included Ann, Beau, and Cady. In two of
the speech recognition sessions, Ann was not able to use voice commands to edit some of
the errors in the draft because the program was not able to recognize her correction
commands. Therefore, her voice files were not completely updated in those two sessions.
Dana and Emma did not experience any difficulty or frustration making corrections. By
the end of the study, Dana needed minimal assistance from the researcher to make
corrections. Emma made corrections without the assistance from the researcher.
Types of errors. In addition to accuracy, data also were collected on the different
types of word errors that participants made. When using speech recognition software, all
participants had fewer additional unintended words (usually due to sounds the student
made, which additional training could help with), omissions, and command errors. Four
out of five participants made the highest percentage of substituted incorrect words or
phrases (word or phrase replacements). These errors could occur for different reasons.
The program could have misrecognized the participant’s speech (recognition error) or the
participant could have dictated a word or phrase unclearly so the program could not
accurately recognize it. One step that could be taken in the future to prevent these issues
with substituted incorrect word(s) or phrases would be to train specific words that the
speech recognition program consistently misrecognizes (for example, the program
substituting the word “theory” for the command “period”, in Cady’s case). Something
else that could be done differently in the future is to expand the specific vocabulary
within the speech recognition system to improve recognition of specific groups of words.
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Errors and Recall of Intended Meaning
When writing a draft, errors are often acceptable (Honeycutt, 2003; Kellogg,
1996). However, when writing the final product, the student needs to be able to correct
these errors accurately and efficiently. Part of the editing process includes being able to
recall the intended meaning of the error. This study examined whether or not the
participants could recover from the errors that they made by remembering what they
intended to write. Data were taken on whether the students could recall the intended
meaning of their errors immediately, recall their errors with a delay, recall the errors
differently than they originally wrote them, or could not recall the error at all. Recalling
errors immediately is ideal. Recalling errors with a delay could affect efficiency of
writing because the writers would have to pause to remember what they meant to say
before correcting the error and proceeding with the writing. Recalling errors differently
or not at all would affect the accuracy of the writing, in terms of whether or not the final
product represented what the writer truly was trying to say.
In word processing, the students were able to recall their errors immediately for
the most part. This possibly may be due to the fact that they had fewer errors and the
errors they made resembled the words they were trying to type. However, using speech
recognition, the students encountered more difficulty. When breaking down recall into
the percentage of errors based on all words written in speech recognition (see Table 3)
two participants had issues with recalling errors efficiently and a high percentage of
recalling errors accurately. For example, out of all of the words written, Ann had
efficiency issues in 3.7% of the words, recalling them with a delay. However, in 12.3% of
the words, Ann had accuracy issues and was not able to recall what she typed correctly or
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at all. In the effective treatment replication, Ann could not recall 23.1% of the words in
the document accurately. Ann had a mild intellectual disability, which may have
impacted her ability to recall her writing effectively. In Beau’s case, he had efficiency
issues in 2.6% of the words and accuracy issues in 6.9% of the words. Beau’s difficulty
with recall could be attributed, in some cases, to what he was writing and how the speech
recognition software interpreted it. For example, in the second speech recognition
session, the incorrect word(s) errors that were made were very different than what Beau
dictated. For example, in the second speech recognition session, Beau dictated “go
outside with friends” and the speech recognition software wrote “OSI with reference.” In
this case, Beau could not recall the error at all. Similar errors occurred in other speech
recognition sessions as well. In addition, Cady’s efficiency was similar to Ann’s and
Beau’s, given that she had a delay in recall in 2.2% of the total number of words.
Length
Aside from higher rates of fluency, the findings of this study also indicated that
all participants increased the length of their drafts when using speech recognition
software compared to word processing. There was a considerable difference between the
lengths of the drafts using word processing and speech recognition. With speech
recognition, on average, Emma wrote 225.9 more words in the three minutes than with
word processing, Ann wrote 98.6 more words, Beau wrote 90.6 more words, Cady wrote
79.7 more words, and Dana wrote 57.2 more words. Obviously when individuals are able
to input their writing faster, the length of their writing will be longer.
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Student Preference
The social validity questionnaire that all students took after intervention and
effective treatment replication included items about the participants’ perceptions of their
accuracy when using speech recognition and word processing. Surprisingly, all of the
participants except Dana thought their work had fewer errors when using speech
recognition. Dana thought her work had the same amount of errors. Dana’s perception of
accuracy between the two programs was not too far off, because she had 94% accuracy
with word processing and 92.5% with speech recognition. Everyone else, however, was
disillusioned. When asked how much speech recognition recognized what they dictated,
all participants responded that speech recognition recognized most of what they said.
They all also felt that making corrections was easy and did not take too much time.
Although their accuracy was lower when using speech recognition, the
participants indicated that they felt that they made fewer errors when using speech
recognition compared to word processing. One reason for this may be that when writing
with word processing, the participants may have felt that they were responsible for the
errors because they physically made the mistakes when typing. However, with speech
recognition, they may have blamed the production of errors on the speech recognition
software instead of on themselves. The participants also indicated that they thought that
making corrections was easy with speech recognition. By the end of the study, Emma
was able to make her corrections without the researcher directing her how (although the
researcher observed her correction making process and stood by in case guidance was
needed). After the study was over, Dana used speech recognition software to provide the
researcher with some feedback and made her own corrections. Interestingly, she made the
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corrections as she dictated instead of waiting until finished with the draft and going back
to edit (like in the study). Ann, Beau, and Cady were not able by the end of the study to
independently make corrections. They still needed the researcher’s guidance on correctly
making corrections.
More information from the social validity questionnaire indicated that all
participants indicated that they liked or really liked using speech recognition. Four out of
the five participants indicated that they liked using word processing. However, Beau
indicated that he really disliked using word processing and that it was hard to use. When
asked which programs they preferred when writing, Cady indicated that she preferred
word processing when writing, Beau and Dana preferred speech recognition, and Emma
and Ann indicated that they preferred both. Beau stated that for future writing, he would
always use speech recognition for writing, whereas three other participants said they may
use it some. Cady indicated that she would not use speech recognition very often. These
responses make sense given that Beau’s other options for writing are somewhat limited
(handwriting is slow, word processing is slow), Dana was very motivated by using
speech recognition, and Ann enjoyed using it. Emma is still able to handwrite and type at
acceptable speeds, but as her disabilities progress, this may change, and speech
recognition may be a good future option for her.
Emma indicated that she would use word processing for writing in the future,
Cady said that she would use both word processing and speech recognition, surprisingly,
because earlier she said that she did not think she would use speech recognition very
often. Ann, Beau, and Dana indicated that they would like to use speech recognition for
future writing.
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Interestingly, Dana was the only participant who chose to dictate her response
using speech recognition software. In one item of the social validity questionnaire, Ann
stated that she preferred both word processing and speech recognition when writing a
draft. Cady responded that she preferred word processing when writing a draft, and Dana
stated that she preferred speech recognition. When asked which program they would use
in the future for writing, however, Ann and Dana both stated speech recognition, while
Cady stated that she would use both. However, when given the opportunity, Ann typed
her draft, and Cady handwrote hers.
Current and Future Considerations
The data from this study raise some valid concerns when promoting the use of
speech recognition software for individuals with physical disabilities. For example,
increased fluency at the expense of making numerous errors can be problematic. If
speech recognition users have to spend a large amount of time editing their drafts due to
numerous recognition errors and low accuracy rates, other means of inputting their drafts
may need to be considered. So the question becomes, in light of the high error rate for
some participants, is speech recognition software worth using? Because this study cannot
answer that question, it becomes obvious that there is a need for future research to
determine efficiency when writing a final draft of a paper using speech recognition.
When analyzing and discussing the results of this study, generalized comments
that indicate that speech recognition is effective for students with physical disabilities
cannot be made. Although all participants’ writing fluency was much higher using speech
recognition compared to word processing, accuracy was lower for all participants. It was
considerably lower in some cases. Future studies are needed that will consider the impact
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of low accuracy on students’ writing and that will help determine whether or not speech
recognition is truly more efficient when error correction time is considered.
This study did not take into consideration the time it took participants to correct
the mistakes when using speech recognition. Future studies should address correction
time, because it is important to determine whether or not speech recognition writing
fluency is actually higher when the error rate is high and students have to spend
additional time correcting the mistakes. Longitudinal studies could be beneficial in
determining whether or not recognition accuracy improves as the speech recognition
learns the user’s voice and develops more extensive voice files. Future studies should
also consider issues of multimodal correcting. If the user corrects errors using voice,
keyboard, and/or the mouse, what impact would it have on both error correction time and
recognition accuracy?
Training is another consideration. Future studies could incorporate additional
training components, such as training select words and specific vocabulary. Future
studies should be aimed at trying to determine a decision rule for when additional training
is necessary. If future studies expand to include content area writing, training of specific
content words would be necessary.
Another consideration that needs to be addressed further is that if the participants
had been writing longer, would recalling the intended meaning have been more difficult?
Writing longer passages could affect recall because there would be more time between
when the students originally wrote the sentence and when they corrected it. Because most
people write for more than three minutes at a time, this is an important future
consideration.
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Another limitation lies in the fact that Dana corrected her draft as she typed using
word processing, and therefore her data may not be comparable with other students.
However, this brings good questions for the design of future studies. She wrote her draft
as she typically did for her schoolwork, correcting her errors as she composed. Future
studies may consider using the participant’s preferred manner of draft writing.
Researchers also may want to consider incorporating an editing component to further
determine whether or not speech recognition software is worth using for individuals with
physical disabilities. Obviously, if the editing process takes too much time, it may not be
worth it. However, for individuals who do not have hand functioning, despite the editing
process, speech recognition may still be the best option.
Finally, as with most single subject designs, this study included a small number of
participants. Further replications of this study need to be conducted to determine the
effects of speech recognition across a greater number of students. Additionally, future
studies that include individuals with more severe physical disabilities for whom
handwriting is difficult or not an option need to be designed and implemented.
Although speech recognition software assisted individuals with physical
disabilities to improve their writing fluency, the results should be used with caution
because other variables, such as low accuracy rates, exist. Therefore, further research is
needed to replicate and extendthis study and to examine some of the limitations of this
study.
Conclusions
The data from this study lead to several conclusions. The use of speech
recognition software possibly could be an effective tool for improving writing fluency for
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individuals with physical disabilities because it makes writing hands free, thus removing
the physical act of writing. All participants had higher writing fluency when using speech
recognition software compared to word processing. Some participants doubled, tripled, or
quadrupled their writing rate when using speech recognition software compared to word
processing. However, due to recognition accuracy issues, the speech recognition error
rates in this study were much higher than when participants used word processing to
write. Therefore, the fluency results should be used with caution and on an individualized
basis in cases where participants experienced very low accuracy using speech recognition
software. For students with high 80s to 90% accuracy, speech recognition could be a
viable solution. However, for those with accuracy rates in the 60 to 70% range, other
factors should weigh in on the decision of whether or not speech recognition could be an
effective tool for writing for these individuals. More research is needed to determine
whether or not the use of speech recognition is a viable solution for individuals with
physical disabilities.
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Script for determining Research Question # 5: ABLE TO RECALL INTENDED
MEANING

Directions: Let’s look at what you wrote.

Word Processing:
Sometimes when people are typing, they make errors, and that’s okay. Read back what
you wrote the way you meant to write it.
Speech Recognition:
Sometimes, speech recognition software writes something different than what you said.
Read back what you wrote and see if you can remember what you told it to say.
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Training Checklist
PRE-VOICE FILE TRAINING
Practices dictating sentences clearly
Demonstrates how to put microphone on or
direct someone else correctly for 3 consecutive
trials
VOICE FILE TRAINING
Completes reading of Training Passage # 1
Completes reading of Training Passage # 2
Completes Dragon NaturallySpeaking Tutorial
Lessons 1 – 14
COMMAND TRAINING
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
period (.) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
question mark (?) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
exclamation mark (!) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
comma (,) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
semicolon (;) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
colon (:) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates dictation of punctuation mark
dash (-) for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates capitalization command for 3
consecutive trials
Demonstrates use of navigation command: new
line for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates use of navigation command: new
paragraph for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates use of navigation command: tab
key for 3 consecutive trials.
PRE-INTERVENTION SKILLS
Demonstrates independently turning on
computer for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates independently opening
Microsoft Word for 3 consecutive trials
Demonstrates independently opening Dragon
NaturallySpeaking for 3 consecutive trials
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WRITING Procedural Integrity Checklist
Yes

No

(check appropriate line)

_____

_____ Explain which program the student will be using (word processing or
speech recognition).

_____

_____ Have the student prepare the computer (open the program, set up
materials, put name, date, session, and topic in header).

_____

_____ Ensure the programs are set to correct settings (e.g., vocabulary,
level, spell/grammar check disabled, auto complete and auto
correct disabled).

*_____

_____ If using speech recognition, ensure the correct user is open on
Dragon NaturallySpeaking.

_____

*_____

_____ Once the computer is prepared, provide the student with a choice
from the student’s list of the general topic. Topic:_____________
_____If using speech recognition, record the student saying “ahhh”.

_____

_____ Give the student 5 minutes to think about the prompt, write notes, and
rehearse what he or she is going to compose.

_____

_____ Post student’s notes and reminder of commands next to the computer.

_____

_____ Before beginning the timing, explain that the student will have as
much time as he or she needs to compose, but he or she will draw a
line under the writing at the end of three minutes to document what
was written for data collection purposes.

_____

_____ Remind the student that this is a draft and not to correct mistakes as
he or she composes.

*_____

_____ If using speech recognition, the researcher will audio tape the
dictation.

_____

_____ Timing will begin when the student types/speaks the first letter/word.

_____

_____ The researcher will note backspaces and pauses when the student is
composing.
1st 3 minutes # of backspaces__________
1st 3 minutes # of pauses __________
Addl time # of backspaces __________
Addl time # of pauses __________
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_____

_____ Timing will end after 3 minutes when the researcher tells the student
to draw a line under the last line written.

_____

_____ The student will then be instructed to continue with the writing (and
timing will resume) until he or she is finished.
Total Time:___________
Addl Time Used:___________

_____

_____ Once the student is finished composing, the researcher will instruct
the student to read out loud what he/she just typed, following the
script.

_____

_____ The researcher will audio record the read-backs (in both word
processing and speech recognition).

_____

_____ The researcher will save the document.

_____

_____ The researcher will print the document.

_____

_____ The researcher will transcribe the audio recordings.

_____

_____ For data analysis, the researcher will conduct a character and word
count.

_____

_____ The researcher will score the document and will document the data
on the data sheet and graph.

Word Processing: 19 steps
Speech Recognition: 22 steps *
Procedural Integrity Check:
Number of steps correctly completed / total number of steps ______________________

APPENDIX B: DATA SHEETS
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Name: _________________________ Date: _______________
Topic: _________________________ Session:_______________
Circle one:

Word Processing

or

Speech Recognition

wcpm

a) Total number of characters

= ______

b) Total number of characters
w/ errors removed

= ______

c) Total correct characters (b) ÷5

= ______ (number of correct
words via character
count)

d) Correct words (c) ÷ # of minutes

=

wcpm

ACCURACY

a) # of words in passage

= ______

b) # of errors

= ______

c) # of correct words (a – b)

= ______ correct words

d) # correct words ÷ total number
of words (c ÷ a) x 100

=

% correct

LENGTH

a) # of characters

= ______

b) length (a ÷ 5)

=

number of words
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WORD ERRORS
What was written
(write exact words)

What they meant
Under SR condition:
(write spoken words from tape
recorder) *note if change
wording as dictating

Under WP condition:
(correct spelling)

Key:
Word Processing:
S = Spelling/Keyboarding WORD Error;
K = Keypress Error (extra characters
not associated with a word);
I = Substituted incorrect word(s)

Error Code
S, K, I, A,
O, C

Recall :
Immediate recall
Delayed recall (2 sec)
Diff = Read differently
without changing meaning
X = Incorrect (changed
meaning) or no recall

Speech Recognition:
I = Substituted incorrect word(s);
A = Additional unintended word
(didn’t say it but the program
wrote it OR environmental
sound, stutter, or extraneous
sound (ie., thinking sound,
um, sneeze, etc.));
O = Omission of a word (said it but
the program didn’t write it);
C = Command Error

